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SECOND-ORDER ABSTRACTION, LOGICISM 
AND JULIUS CAESAR (1) t 

• 

MA TTHIAS SCHIRN 

Ein IJrort ohm butifllfnlt Btdmt11ng hot ftir dit 

Mothemotik kúne Bedmttmg. 

( Frege, "Ü ber die G rundlagcn der 
Gcometri c" 1, (1906), KS, p. 290) 

Second-order abs traction was Frege's device par txcellence fo r 
introducing the objects of arithmetic. H e believed that the numbers had 
to be defined as purely Iogical objects in order to establish the thes is 
that arithmetic is a branch o f Iogic. In Die G r11ndlagen der Arithmetik, 

Frege's attempt to introduce cardinal numbers by means of what has 
come to be known as "Hume's Principie, foundered, by his own lights , 
on the pcrvasive referential indetcrminacy of numerical terms to which 
that principie gives rise. Th.is probiem is generally caUed " the Julius 
Caesar problem" . Frege intended to solve it by making a transso rtai 
identification, namely by defining the number of Fs as an equivalence 
class of equinumerosity. However, this explicit defmition rested on th e 
ques tionable assumption that the reader knows what the extension of a 

concept is. In G r11ndgeset ze der A rithmetik, Frege was fully aware that 

1 1 wouJd likc ro cxpress m y gr:ltitude to Roberto Torrctti for his gcncrous h e 1 p 
and uscful advicc over ncarly twenty years. - 1 discusscd an ca rlicr and s h ortc r 
vcrsion of this papcr at an intcrnatio nal coofercncc on languagc, logic and artificial 
intclligcnce in Fortaleza (Brazil), the Catholic Univcrsity of Sao Paulo, thc National 
Univcrsity of Costa Rica (Dcpartmcn t of M:nhcm:Hics), thc univc rsatics o f lnnsbruck 
and Zagreb aod at thc Philosop hi cal foaculty in Zadar (Croatia). Warm thanks 
cspccially to Goran Svob, Slavko Brkic, Rcinhard Klcinknccht, Mario González, 
J.afaycttc de Moracs, Max foreund, Daniel Vandcrvckcn, llans Kamp and J ohn Scarlc. 

' 1 am also gratcful to Alvaro Lópcz rernándcz for his patiencc and en couragcmcnt, 
whilc 1 was trying to finish this papcr fo r publication. 
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thc viability of his logicism depended crucially on the introduction of 
extensions in a methodologically sound and purely logical fashion: all 
numbers were to be defined as extensions of concepts or, in m o re 
general terms, as courses-o f-values of functions. Yet in introducing the 
courses-of-values via Axiom V - the exact structural analogue of Hume's 
Principie - he encountcrcd a formal version of his old Caesar pro b l em 
from Grundlagen. 

This is the fust part of an essay consistiog of three parts. In this part, 
1 want to bring into focus and assess critically the Caesar problem in 
Gr11ndlagen in the light of Frege's logicist enterprise. In particular, 1 
argue (a) that the Caesar problem, which is supposed to stem from his 
tcntative inductive dcfinition of the natural numbers, is only spurious, 
no t genuine; (b) that the genuine Caesar problem deriving from F rege's 
attempted contextual defmition of the cardinality operator is a purely 
semantic one; (e) that the explicit definition of the cardinality operator is 
intended not only as a means of removing the Caesar problem, but also 
as a means of saving the analyticity of Hume's Principie as the pivot of 
the formal derivations of fundamental theorems of cardinal arithmetic; 
(d) that Frege's envisaged contextua! definitions of fractions, irracional 
numbers and complex numbers using second- or higher-o rder 
abstraction would lead to a whole family of Caesar problems all of which 
are supposed to be resolved by setting up appropriate explicit 
dcfinitions of these numbers; (e) that the prospects of overcoming the 
Caesar problem by explicitly defining cardinal numbers as o bj ec ts 
whicb are not classes appear to be poor, contrary to what a puzzling 
remark by Frege at the end of Grundlagen seems to suggest. In tbe first 
two sections of this paper, I try to shed light on the nature of Fregean 
abstraction and Frege's notion of logical object. 

l. Setting the stage: Fregean abstraction principies 

Frege uses the word "abstraction" for the most pan in a 
psychological sense, especially when severely taking to task certain rival 
theories of acithmetic. In contrast to psychological abstraction, which he 
regarded as a thorn in the flesh and combatted vigorously, his own 
contextua! method of introducing abstract objects or of bestowing a 
reference upon abstraer singular terms by appeal to an ab s traction 
principie may simply be called Fregean abstrae/ion. A schema for a 
Fregean abstraction principie can be stated as follows: 
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(S) Q(ex) = Q(~) H Req(ex, ~). 

Here "Q" is a singular term-forming operator, ex and ~ are free variables 

of the appropríate type, ranging over the members of a given domain, 
and "Req" is the sign fo r an equivalence relation holding between the 

values of ex and ~ · In Die Grundlagen dt r /lrithmetik (GLA), the 

paradigms for Fregean abstraction are: 

(1) D (a) = D(b) H a 11 b . 

The direction of line a is identical with the direction of line b if and onl y 

if line a is parallel to line b. 

(2) NxF(x) = NxG(x) H Ex(F(x),G(x)). 

The number of Fs is identical with the number G s just in case F and G are 
equjnumerous (i.e. accorruog to Frege's definition of equinurnerosity in 

§72 of Gr11ndlagen: if and onJy if there is a relation R which co rrelate s 

one-one the Fs and the G s). 

In Gmndgesetze der /lrithmetik (GGA), the paradigm is 

(3) ef(E) = ág(a ) H 'v'x(f(x) H g(x)) .2 

The course-of-values of the function f is identical with the course-of
values of the function g if and only if f and g are coextensional (o r 

coextensive). 

(3) is the famous-infamous Axiom V of Frege's logical system in 

Grllndgeutze, the structural analogue of (2). George Boolos ha s 
baptized (2) uHume's Principie"; I shall follow hirn in using this name, 

because it has become familiar in the Frege litcrature and does no t, in 

my opinion, give rise to confusion3; I shall henceforth use "HP" as a n 
abbreviation for "Hume's Principie", however. In (1) , the direction 
operato r (CO(x)" operates on singular terms, in (2) the cardinality 

operator ((Nx<p(x)" operates on one-place prerucates of first level, and in 

(3) the course-of-values operator "E<p(E)" acts on monadic function-

2 Thc right-haod side o f this equivaleoce is rendered in modero notauo n here. 
lnstead of the sign "H" f.rege uses "=". l o his theory o f sense and refcrencc aftcr 
1891, Frege regards expressions, which ha ve the syntacric structure of sentenccs a n d 
are rcferential, as proper names o f the True or thc r:alse. He uses, o f course, a 
diffcrent symbol for the universal quantificr. 

3 Sce, however, Michael Dummctt's protes t against the use o f the namc " JI umc 's 
Principie" in Dummett (1998), pp. 386f. 
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names of first level. (1) is a first-order abstraction principie (parallelism 
between lines is a first-level relation), while (2) and (3) are second-order 
abstraction principies (both equivalence relations involved are of second 
level) .4 In contrast to the first-order principies, the principies o f 
second- or bigber-order involve a ccprojection, from the larger domain 
of concepts (or functions) into the smaller domain of abstract objects of 
a certain kind; and the latter may, of course, fall under the former (if they 
are of fust level). It is this feature of the higher-order principies that 
makes them fairly powerful, but at the same time susceptible to logical 
difficulties. Wbile (1) does not require the existence of any more of 
abstracta (directions) than there are lines, (2) requires the existence of n 
+ 1 abstracta (cardinal numbers), given n objects of the original kind. In 
fact, the introduction of the cardinality operator relies crucially on the 
assumption that the domain of the fust-order variables is infinite. As far 
as (3) is concerned, Frege had to learn that the demand it makes on the 
size of the domain is not realizable. If n objects are in the domain, (3) 
requires the existence of 2n abstracta. If the number of abs tracta 
introduced via an abstraction principie exceeds the number of objects 
in the domain, as is the case with (3), we may term the principie 
inflationary. lt is a necessary condition for the truth of an abstraction 
principie that it be no n-inflationary.s The theory which results from 
adjoining HP to standard axiomatic second-order logic - also re fe rred 

4 Note that (2) is a schematic fo rmulation of HP; in this formulation, both s ides 
of IIP are (closed) sentcnces. Hcre "F" and "G" are schematic lctters for m o nadi c 
first-level predica tes, not variables for ftrst-level concepts. By way of contrast, in 
" 'VF'VG(Nxft(x) = NxG(x) H Ex(F(x),G(x))", "r" and "G" are variables for first-level 

concepts; hcre we havc the universal closure o f the opcn sentence "Nxft(x) = NxG(x) 

H Ex(J":(x),G(x))". Analogous remarks apply, m11lolis m11tondiJ, to Axiom V. In (3), 
" f" and "g'' are schematic lctters for monadic functional expressions of first level, 
while in thc universal formulation of Axiom V, " P' and "g'' are variables for ooe
place functions o f first lcvcl. 

5 IGt Fine (1998, p . 51 O) proposes, by appeal to an informal concept of truth, tbat 
an abstraction principie wilJ be truc if and ooly if its identity criterion is non-circular 
and yiclds a non-inflationary and predominan tly logical cquivalcnce on conccpts. 
H e calls an abstraction principie predominontly logi(o/ if its idcntity crite rion 
involvcs o nly a "small" numbc:r o f objccts in rclation to the numbcr o f objects in 
thc universe as a whole. Notice that the notioo of being small that ftine uses here is 
not tbe usual one. A sub!'et C o f cardinality e is saíd to be small rclative to a domain 
D o f cardinality d if d e S d , i.e. if the number of subsets of the same cardinality as the 
given subset does not surpass the cardinality of thc domain itself. See Fine's 
comparison of two model-theoretic critcria o f acceptability for abstraction 
principies with the aforcmentioned informal criterion, pp. 511 ff. 
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to as Fregean or Frege Arithmetic (FA) - is probably con sis tent ,6 but 
second-order logic plus Axiom V is inconsistent.7 

The right-hand branch of each biconditional (1), (2), and (3) 
embodies a specific criterion of identity for the abstracta of the 

corresponding type: parallelism, equinumerosity, and coextensionality. 
A Fregean abstraction principie thus satisfies what Frege considers to be 

the cardinal prerequisite for any methodologically sound introduction of 
abstract or logical objects. It is true enough, though, that in §§67-8 o f 

Grundlagen he rejects (1) and (2) as contextua! definitions of "D (x)" and 

"Nx<p (x)" respectively, precisely because he holds that in either case the 

criterion of identity fails to do what it ought to do, namely to cover all 
conceivable cases. According to Frege, (1) determines the truth-value o f 

only those equations in which the expressions flanking "=" are b o t h 
direction terms of the form "D(b)". Analogous remarks apply to (2). 
Earlier, at the outset of §62 of Grundlagen , Frege had raised the 

epistemological question as to how numbers are to be given to us if w e 

do not have any cognitive access to them through ideas or intuitions. It is 

6 Cf. Boolos (1987), (1987a) and (1990). The cquico nsistcncy of sccon d -o rd cr 
arithmctic (i.e. analysis) Z 2 and rA can be preved in P rimitivc Rccursivc Arithmctic 
(PRA). In vicw of thc cquiconsistency of rA and Z2 wc may say that all arithmctical 

theorems whkh rrege pre ves in Gr11ndgesetze are preved in a consis tcnt subtheory 
of his formal thcory (cf. Jlcck (1998), p. 430). In his papcr ' ls l lume's Principie 
Analytic?' (1997), Boolos argues that we do not know that Z 2 is consistcnt and that it 

would appcar to be a genuine possibility that the di scovery of an inco nsistcncy in 
Zcrmelo-rracnkel sct thco ry (ZP) might be refincd into that of onc in ~· 1 I e 

condudes that we are unccrtain whethcr FA is co nsistent (pp. 259ff.) Comparcd with 
what Boolos wrotc in 'The Consistency o f Frcge's Fo11ndations of A rilhmelic' (1987), 
this is a surprising changc o f mind, complc tcly passcd ovcr in silencc by him. O n 

this issue sce the succcsso r to this paper. 

7 l lowcvcr, the first-ordcr fragment of this th eory is consistcn t, as first 
demoostrated by T . Parsons in his 1987 paper; scc al so D ummett (1991 ), p. 219. 
Witbout second-o rdcr quantification, the introduction o f courscs-o f-valucs would be 
pointless, howevcr, bccause mcmbcrs rup would be indefinable for Frege. R. Heck 
(1996) shows, by way o f extend!ng Parsons's proof, that bo th the simple and rami ficd 
predicalive second-order fragments of the Logical system o f G r11ndgeutze are 
consisteot. Morcovcr, he establishes that Robinson arithmetic (Q) is rc latively 
interpretable in the simple predicative fragment. Parsons's proo f for the first-order 
fragment of Frcgc's logical thcory as well as its cxtension carried out by Hcck a re 
model-theoretic and nonconstructive and cannot be formalized even in first-ordcr 
Peano Arithmctic (P A). In a rccent note, J. Burgess (1998) givcs a constructive pro o f 
of Parsons's rcsult. Conccrning lleck (1996), sce K.r. Wchmcicr (1999). W c hmeicr 

preves thc consis tcncy of ~: -compreheosion with Frcge's Basic Law Y, thercby 

rcfuting a vcrsion of a conjecturc of 1 [cck (1996). 
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precisely at this point that his requirement of stating a sufficiently 
general condition for the identity of directions or cardinal numbers 
comes into play. Frege, as a matter of fact, presents the demand as a 
special case of what, he thinks, is required in general if we are to use a 
singular term to refer to an object, be it concrete or abstract. "If for us 
the symbol a is to denote an object, we must have a criterion which 
decides in every case whether b is the same as a, even if it is not always 
within our power to apply this criterion" (GLA, p. 73). From the 
restricted applicability of the criterion of identity for directions o r 
cardinal numbers arises bis so-called J ulius Caesar problems, a version o f 

which he also had to face in Gr11ndgesetze rcgarding (3). O n occasion, I 
shall refer to this problem and its variants as "Frcge's indetcrminac y 
pro blcm" . 

The cardinality operator, unlike the direction operator, is a ucond

level functio n-name; corrcspondingly, equinumcrosity is, in contrast to 
parallelism, an equivalencc relation between (first-level) concepts. lt is 

for this reason that the proposed contextual definition of "Nx<p(x)" 

through (2) (hcnceforth referred to as "(CD)"), unlike the propo sed 
con textual deftnition of "D(x)" via (1 ), givcs rise to a difficulty that se e m s 
to havc gonc unnoticed by Frege.9 While sentenccs involving the notion 
of directioo could always be translated into sentcnces not involving it, 
we caooot do tbc correspooding sort of thing for scntenccs iovolving 
the notion of numbcr. (CD) provides no way of eliminating the 
cardioality opcrator in all cases in which it is applicd to a predicate itself 

containing one or more occurrcnces of "Nx<p(x)". In general, (CD) fails to 

supply any means of eliminating ''Nx<p(x)" from an expression of tbe 
forro ''NxF(x) = x", where "x" is either a free or a bound variable. 

1.1 Abstraction in Grundlagen 

In Gnmdlagen, Frege maintains that one and the same content can be 
carvcd up in distinct ways and so emerge in sentences of different logical 
forro: 

The judgement The straght linea is p~alel ro the straght line U, in symbols a 11 b, ca1 
be construed asan eq..¡~on If we do this, we obtin the concept of direction, and say: 

R Thc hcading of §66 of Grundlagtn is: The criterion o f idcntity is insufficicnt. 
9 Of coursc, if (1) or (2) is rcferred to as a (tentarivc) dcfinirion, the sign "H" 

ought to be rcplaccd with, e.g., ":=". 
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the direction of the stráght linea is identica with the direction of the stráght line b~ 
We replace the symbol 11 with the more genera symbol =, by distributing the 
p~tirular content of the forrner symbol toa and to b. We split up the contentin a w~ 
different from the original way,and thereby obtán a new concept (Gnmtlh§n, §64} lO 

In this passage, Frege describes the transition from ooe m o de o f 
speakiog (A) to another (B), that is, the abstraction step, in somewhat 
vague terms. The equivalence-statement (A) on the right-hand side of 

"H'' is designed to state the condition under which the identity
statement (B) is true, thereby fixing the reference of a contextually 
introduced term, the direction operator. (B) and (A) are considered to 
have the same sense or con ten t. And it seems that for Frege our grasp o f 

the content of the new sentence, that is (B), is mediated by our 
recognitioa of its having the same content as the old one, that is, (A). 
Yet, contrary to what he contends, (A) cannot be coastrued as an 
identity-statement, at least not in a strict sense. Even if we accepted bis 
stipulatioo that (A) and (B) are to have the same content, we could only 

grant that (A) can be traosformed into (B). 

As far as the secood half of the quoted passage is concerned, I find it 
hard to follow. How are we to understaad Frege's talk of carving up the 
same conteat in a way different from the original way, thereby obtaioing 

a new coacept? On the face of it, it might suggest that what he has in 
miad here is the purely syntactic device, always endorsed by him, o f 
removing sorne or all occurrences of an expression from a sentence, 
and of marking the resulting gap(s) as ao argument-place of the 

appropriate type, leaving a functioo-name (concept-expression o r 
relation-expression).11 This operation (call it gap fo rmation) is supposed 
to go hand in haad with the process of analyzing or dividing a thought 
into thought-componeats (call this decomposition). Closer examioatioa, 
however, reveals that the recarviag of the conteot of (A) does not 
involve gap formation. First, the transition from (A) to (B), as described 
by Frege, is not a purely syotactic operatioa. It is rather a mixed 
operario a, carried out both o o the level of sigas and o a the level o f 
content.l2 In particular, replacing a symbol with a different symbol has 

10 f'or tbe most pa.rt, 1 ha ve modified the existing English translations o f F rege's 

works. 

11 The procedure of gap formation is dcscribed in precise and more general 
terms in §26 o f Grundgeutze, vol. l. 

12 What is it to mean precisely that the particular content of " 11" is distributed to 
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nothing to do with gap formation. Second, we can neither extract from 
(A) the direction operator nor can we discern in (A) the equality sign.13 

Cleacly, the division of a sentence-content (or thought) ioto content
components (or thought-components) is inextcicably intertwined with 
the analysis of a sen ten ce which expresses it; and it is in terms of ga p 
formation that the latter operation proceeds. O r is there any device 
distinct from decomposition which Frege could justifiably call a 
disse clion of a sentence-content (or thought)? I do not think so. In 
short, instead of characterizing the transition from (A) to (B) as resting 
on a dissection of a content in a way different from the original one, 
Frege should really have said that one and the same content is prese nted 
in two different ways. 

1.2 Abstraction in Grundgesetze 

In the second volume o f Grundgesetze , when Frege comes to 
consider mo re closely the transformation embodied in Axiom V ( cf. 
GGA II, §§146f.), his mode of speaking has changed. He now mentions 
neither the syntactic operation of replacing the sign " Req", which 

deno tes the equivalence relation on the cight-hand side of "Q(cx) = Q(~) 

H Req(a , ~)'', with the more general sign "='' on the left-hand side, no r 

the semantic operation, germane to the former, of distcibuting the 

content o f "Rcq" to a and ~ . 14 LikewiseJ he no longer says that we gain a 

new concept by splitting '.!P a sentence-content or thought in a fashion 
different from the original one. I presume tha t even in G mndlagen Frege 

a and to b? f'rcge hardly provides a clue for answering th is question. 
13 \XIhat is the o riginal way o f splittiog up the con tent that (A) and (B) ha ve in 

common supposed to be? The thought expressed by the o riginal sen tence (A) could 
be decomposed, for example, inro the sen ses o f "a", "b" and "11" by analyzing (A) 
into just these three expressions. l t would be awkward, bowever, to see this opera tio n 
as bringing it about that the thougbt in questioo emerges in (A). 

14 Actually, in rrege's noration, the right-band branch of Axiom V a 1 ready 
conta.ins the identity sign. In his fragment 'Ausführungen über Sinn und Bedeutuog', 
he uses a special symbol designed to denote thc relation of coex tensionality of fust
levcl functions or concepts whicb corresponds to, but should oor be confused with, 
ideority between objects (cf. NS, p. 132). Frege emphasizes that if instead of thi s 
special symbol we use his ordinary notatioo (employed on the right-hand side of 
Basic Law V), we have rhe same second-level relation; but thc sign o f idcntity does 
not suffice on its own to denote this relation. Rathcr, it has to be comb incd with the 
sign for generality, bccausc the rclatioo of mutual subordination or cocx tensiona lity 
of first-lcvcl conccpts is, in the ftrst place, a gcnerality, not an idcntity. As is well 
known, Frege holds that concepts cannot stand in tbe relation o f idcntity. 
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would have renounced trans ferriog his mode o f characterizing first

o rder abstraction in terms o f the twofold o peratioo just specified to the 

case of second-order abs trac tioo. Certaioly, he was well aware that the 

move from right to left in a sccond-order abs traction principie, unlike 

that in a first-order principie, iovolves stepping down fro m level rwo to 

level one. A nd I imagine that by the time he wrote Gnmdgesetze he had 

probably refrained altogether from characteriziog abstractioo along the 

lines o f §64 of Gr11ndlagen. 

Be this as it may, in the second volume of Grundgeselze, F rege 

describes the transitio n from an equivalence relation to an idcnti ty o f 

abstract objects briefly as follows (I mean to apply his description also 

to HP, structurally the nearest kin of Axiom V): In carryiog out th e 

transfo rmatio n, we are recognizing something commo n to the two 

functions o r co ncepts. Thus, the step of abstraction proceeds in such a 

way that we assign the same object to the coextensional functio ns o r 
equioumero us concepts, namely the same course-of-values o r the sa m e 

cardinal number. A t ooe point (NS, p. 198), Frege says that b y 

converting an equivalence relation into ao identity we acknowledge that 

there is exactly one object which the two singular terms flanking th e 

identity-sign denote. Yet acknowledgiog thc exis tence of exactly o n e 

abstractum associated with the items of the equivalence relation does no t 
involve, in his view, that a new object has been brought into being. In 

Grllndgesetze, vol. II, §147, Frege takes pains to meet this possible 

objection, but does so a little half-heartedly. He first dissociates himself 

from other mathematicians by pointing out that (3) serves towards t h e 

ends that they inteod to attain by creatiog new numbers. H e then asks: 

"Can our procedure be called creation? Discussion o f this question m a y 

easily degenerate to a quarrel over words. In any case, o ur creation, if you 

like to call it that, is oo t unbounded and arb itrary; the way o f performing 

it, aod its admissibility, are established once and for all." Severa} othe r 

prono uncements Frege made during both thc Gmndlagen and the 

Grundgeutze periods leave no doubt, however, that he co n sidered 
numbers and extensions o f concepts (or courscs-o f-values) not to be 

creations o f the human mind in any reasonable seo se of the wo rd 

"creation". 15 By perfo rming Fregeao abstraction, we merely co nceive 

t5 Cf., e.g., GLA, §§96, 105; GGA 1, p. XXlV; KS, pp. 122f.; NS, pp. 87, 144f., 149, 160, 

214. 
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of them, and that is the end of matter.16 In this 
fundamentally from Dedekind, his fellow-

1.3 Does Fre gean abs traction involve something 
like a "reconceptualization"? 

Crispin Wright (1997) and (1999) has suggested that the key idea o f 
the intention of the neo-Fregean in laying clown HP as an cxplanation 
designed to fix the concept of cardinal number is this: an instance of the 
left-hand side of an abstraction principie is mean t to incorporare a 
reconceptllalization of the type of state of affairs depicted on the right: 
"Numbers are, rathcr, like directions, the output of a distinctive kind o f 
re-conceptualization of an epistemologically prior species of truth" 
(Wright (1999), p. 209). Expressing it in this rather vague way, Wrigh t 
seems to rely on Frege's mode of characterizing first-order abstraction 
in Grundlagen, but 1 fail to see that the description of Fregean 
abstraction in terms o f " reconceptualization" should be illuminating in 
any way. l\1y reserve applies especially to the case of second- or higher
order abstraction. 

Charles Parsons (1997, p. 270) seems to accept Wright's idea that 
Fregean abstractions effect a reconceptualization for the case of first
order principies. "In those cases," he says, "it seems that what we are 
doing is simply individuating the objects we have in a coarser way, o ne 
might say carving up the domain, or a part of it, a little differently." This 
is in no way clearer than Wright's characterization, though. Fine (1998, p. 
532) introduces the term "defioition by reconceptualization, and says 

that it rests on the idea that new senses m ay emerge from a reanalysis o f 
a given sen se. He further asserts that the idea derives from §§63-64 o f 
Grundlagen. He makes the proviso, however, that his aim is not to be 
faithful to Frege's thought. The result of his analysis is that the possibility 
of definition by reco nceptualization can probably take us no further 
than an implicit defmition of a standard sort. As 1 have argued above, it is 
difficult to make sense of Frege's mode of characterizing firs t-orde r 

!6 Frcgc's use of thc Germao exprcssioos "fasscn" ("to conccive" is probably thc 
appropriatc English word hcrc) or "sich bemachtigcn" (1 suggcst rcndering this 
phrase through "to get hold") in this speci fic contcxt is not as clcar as it should be. 
Frege ncver cndeavourcd to explain our supposed epistemic relation to logical 
objects in more precise tcrms. 
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abstraction in terms o f splitting up a content in a manner different fr o m 
the original ooe. Likewise, it seems ioappropriate to me to describe this 

operation in such a way that new senses may emerge from a reanalysis o f 
a given sense. It is rather Frege's method of gap formatioo , co mbioed 
with bis principie that a thought can be decomposed in distinct ways, 
where the terms "reconceptualization", " reanalysis" o r " recarving" could 
be applied appropriateiy. But again, gap formatio n and d eco mp os itioo 
should not be coofused with the operation Frege intends to describe in 
§64 of Grundlagen. The former operations are not even akin to the 
transformation from right to left in a Fregean abs traction principie. 

Returning to Wright, 1 wish to draw attention to another 
controversia! point in his account. It is bis claim that Fregean abstraction 
involves the formation, actually the creation of a concept, if it is to b e 
faithful Frege exegesis. 17 In a sense, we can say that the transitio n from 

right to Ieft in the abstraction principies (1) - (3) by presenting a 
sentence-cooteot in a guise differeot from the original one invoives a 
kind of concept introduction. Yet, in saying this, we must bear in mind 
that it has nothing to do with what in Begriffsschrift, 'Booies rec hne nd e 

Logik und die Begriffsschrift' and in Grundgesetze Frege regards as a 
kind of genuine concept fo rmatio n. 18 1 mean, of course, the syntactic 

process of gap formation, which may also be, termed the method of t he 
extraction of co trcept- and relation -exp ressions (more generally: o f 
functional expressions). Here we may ignore the fact that in 
G rundgesetze Frege uses more precise terminology than in 
Beg riffs scbrift and his essay on Boole's and his own logic. In 
Grundgesetze, he has to account for another kind of concept formation 
besides gap fo rmatio n: a complex concept-expressio n (monadic 
fuoction-name) of first levei can be formed by inserting an objcct name 
into one of the argument-places of a relatio n-expression (d yadic 

functio n-name) of fust level. Thus, the rules o f gap formation a nd 
insertion are the only explicitly stated rules which govern e o n ce p t 
formation (or concept-word formation) in the fo rmal language o f 
Grundgesetze, and I very much doubt that during that period Frege 
considered abstraction to involve a third sort o f genuine e o n cep t 

17 Wright (1997), p. 208. Wrigh t is here using the word "concept" in the " usual 

in formal philosophical way". 

18 See also G rundlage n, §70, where rrege describes the formation both o f a 
relation (he calls it " rclation-concept") and of a (simple) concept essen tially a long 
thc lines o f his account, say, in 'Booles rcchncndc J.ogik und die Begriffsschrift '. 
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formatioo. As far as 1 can see, there is not even a trace of evideoce that 
he did. Tbere is, however, evideoce that, in his view, coocepts are just as 
litde creations of the human mind as are thoughts, oumbers, truth-values 
and courses-of-values ( cf., e.g., KS, p. 122). 

1.4 Ide ntity o f conte nt and identity of refere nce 

l t is well known that in G rundlage n Frege did no t yet d istinguish 
termioologically between thc sense (Sinn) and the re ference (Bedeul ung) 

o f an expressioo. In this book, he is still indulging in a freewhceling use 
of the two terms, though he uses them perhaps not always 
interchangeably. Be it mere accident or for sorne hidden reason, at leas t 
in the course of expouodiog bis cootext principie he applies the wo rd 
"Sino, ooly to seoteoces aod reserves the word "Bedeutung', for wo rds. 
By way of contrast, he employs the term "conteot" for both sen ten ces 
aod words. In bis defmitioos in G rundlagen of equioumerosity, th e 
co ncept o f cardinal oumber (§72), the successor relatioo (§75), fo llowiog 
in a series (§79), etc. Frege uses the word "gleichbedeuteod, ; this applies 
also to his teotative contextua} definitions of the directioo operator a nd 
the cardinality operator (cf. G rundlagen, §§65, 106). It is clear, however , 
that "gleichbedeuteod, is to be reodered here not as "corefereotial, as in 
his writings after 1890, for instance, in G rundgeset ze (voL 1, §§3, 10, 33, 
144), but rather as " means the same as,. Thus, our questioo is: what d oes 
Frege mean in G rundlag nr wheo he stipulates that the two sides of an 
abstrac tion principie like (1) or (2) shall be "gleichbedeuteod, or are to 
have the same sense or content? 

The answer is not immediately to haod. In Begriffuchrif t , Frege uses, 
with respect to assertoric seoteoces, both the terms "conceptual 
content, ("begrifflicher Inhalt,) and "judgeable conteot" ("beu rteilba re r 
Inhalt,). 19 He states indirectly a crite rioo for the identity of co nceptual 
contents of sentences or judgemeots: two sentences sl aod s2 have t he 

same conceptual content if (and only if) the conclusions which can b e 
drawn from S1 in connection with certain o ther seotences T1, ... ,Tn can 
always be drawo from S2 in connection with T1, ... ,Tn.2o Frege does n o t 

19 In §2 of Begriffsuhrift (BS), Frege refers to a judgcable content by mcans of a 
no minalized phrase: the circumstancc that there are houses. 

2° Frege's claim that in a Bcgriffsschrift there is no need to djstinguish bctwccn 
sentcnccs, which havc thc same conceptual contcnt, is, o f coursc, problcmatic. But wc 
may ignore thi s aspcct hcrc. 
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tell us whether he ideotifies the conceptual content of a senteoce with its 

judgeable content or no t. T he fact that he does not expressly formulate a 

criterion for the identity o f judgeable contents is, of course, no sigo that 
he tacitly took the criterion for the identity of conceptual contents to 

apply to judgeable con ten ts as well, that he saw no difference b e twee n 

the two with respect to sentences. 

Nonetheless, one rnight wish to favour the view that for F rege the 
conceptual content of a sentence coincides with its judgeable con ten t.21 

Followiog his exposition in B egn ffssch rift, the former can also be 

characterized as that part o f the content which is relevant when wc are 

to formulate gapless chains o f inference .22 When Frege comes to devise 
his theory of sense and refe rence, he divides the judgeable content into 
thought and truth-value (KS, p. 172; GGA I, p. X; WB, p . 96). But in 

retrospect he construes the judgeable content primarily as what he th en 

calls the thought (WB, p. 120), that is, as that part of the content of a 
declarative sentence that can be recognized as true or rejec ted as false. It 

is true that Frege does no t mention the notion of conceptual content 

when he casts a brief glance back on the semantic termino logy 

employed in B egriffsschrift. We have therefore no clue that he would 

have been prepared to say that in his theory o f sense and reference h e 
split up the conceptual content of a sentence into thought and truth

value. But we may at least assume that he could have explained, without 

further ado, that the conceptual content of a sentence is that part o f its 
content that can be recognized as true or rejected as false. We may call 

that part " the cognitive part of the content of a sentence" or simply i ts 
"cognitive content". At any rate, I cannot think o f any argument that 

would compellingly show that in Begriffuchrift Frege held that two 
sentences s1 and s2 can have the same conceptual content, but different 

judgeable contents. The possible objection that his intro ductio n of the 

(undifferentiated) notion of judgeable content besides the notion of 
conceptual conteot seems to make seose o nly if he saw a clear 
difference between the two no tio ns as applied to seotences has little 
force. First, it is diffi.cult to fiad a cogent reasoo why Frege should have 
believed he had to o perate with two distinct notions o f se ntenc e-

21 In §9 of BS, entitled "The function", Frege uses thc tcrm "conceptual contcnt" 
severa! times. It could always be rcplaced with "judgeablc content", 1 bclicve. 

22 Frege calls the part of thc content, which is thc same in a scntcncc in th c 
active mood and in the cocrcsponding sentencc in thc passive mood, thc conuptJial 
,·o nltnl . 
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content. Second, it is important for his conception of an ideal, formal 
language to distinguish between judgeable and unjudgeable contents. 
Moreover, the term "conceptual contenf' is applied explicitly not only 
to sentences, but also to singular terms (cf. BS, §8).23 And 1 imagine that 
Frege intended to apply it to functional signs (concept- and relation
signs), too. In sum: due to the lack of textual evidence 1 do not wish to 
vouch for the claim that in Begriffuchrif t Frege tacitly identified the 
conceptual cooteot of a sentence with the judgeable content. But, on the 
face of it, 1 regard it by no means as a less plausible option than the 
opposite claim. 1 shall return to th.is issue shortly when I comment o n 
Frege's criteria for the identity of thoughts. 

Let us now turn to G r11ndlagen. The term "conceptual contene' does 
not appear at all in this book, but the term "judgeable contenf' is used in 
a few places (cf. GLA, §§70, 74, 104). It is only in Frege's writings after 
1890 that both terms have disappeared altogether from h.is se mantic 
vocabulary. But after 1890 Frege still uses, albeit only rarely, the wo rd 
"contenr'. The occurrence of "judgeable contenf' in Gr11ndlagen to 
which 1 want to draw attention is this: "In the same way with the 
deftnitions of fractioos, complex numbers and the rest, everything will 
in the end come clown to the search for aj11dgeable content which can 
be transformed ioto an equatioo whose sides precisely are the new 
numbers, (§104, emphasis M.S.). So, especially by appeal to this rema rk 
we can say with some confidence that according to Frege's view in 
G r11 n d lag en a con textual definition preseoting itself in the guise of a o 
abstraction principie stipulates that the two sides shall have the sa me 
judgeable content, that is, shall have that content in commo n which in 
his theory of sen se and reference he calls the thought. To be su re, w e 
cannot rule out with absolute certainty that when stipulating that the two 
sides of an abstraction principie shall be "gleichbedeutend, or shall have 
the same content or sense, Frege has in miod a content of a very loase 
kind which coincides neither with the judgeable nor with the conceptual 
content of a sentence. 1 c0nsider this possibility rather rema te, tho ugh. 
Although Frege's exposition in Gr11ndlagen is predominantly info rmal, 
he presurnably uses the word "gleichbedeutend" in a strict, technical 
sense when he formulates his definitions.24 If this is right, we may 

23 Notice, howevcr, that thc conceptual cootetlt of a singular tcrm is, in r rcgc's 
latcr tenninology, thc "Bcdeutung'' not thc "Sinn". 

24 Thcrc is a tcrminological analogy in BS with §62 and §65 of G LA. Whcn in §24 
of SS Frege defines "The propcrty F is hcrcditary in thc f-scqucncc, through 
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conclude that "identity of content" of the two sides of an abstraction 
principie is likewise meant in a tecbnical sense. 

It was more than twenty years after the publication of Gnordlagen 
that Frege endeavoured to formulate precise criteria for the identity of 
tbe senses or thoughts expressed by two sentences. Between 1892 and 
1906, we find only a few scattered explanations of tbe difference o r 
ideotity of the thoughts expressed by two sentences. In 'Über Sino und 
Bedeutung', for example, Frege observes that anybody who clid n o t 
know that the evening star is the moroing star might hold the thought 
expressed by the sentence "The morning star is a body illuminated b y 
the Sun" to be true, the thought expressed by the sentence "The evening 
star is a body illuminated by the Suo" to be false (KS, p. 148; cf., e.g., WB, 
p. 128). By cootrast, in the fragment entitled 'Logik, (probably written 
arouod 1897), he does not speak in epistemic terms when he comes to 
cliscuss the issue of thought-identity. He cites a pair of sentences in the 
active and passive mood and asserts tbat from the fact that botb express 
the same thought it follows that it is impossible that one of them should 
be true wbile another is false ( cf. NS, p. 153). 

Now to Frege's two criteria of tbought-identity. The first is given in a 
letter written to Husserl in the year 1906. Frege introduces it by 
emphasiziog that an objective criterion seems necessary for recognizing 
a tbought again as the same, since logical aoalysis would be im possible 
without it. He assumes that neither of the two seotences contains a 
logically cvident scnse-component. The criterion, henceforth rcferred 
to as "CRIT 1 ", is this (WB, pp. 105f.): 

If both the assumption that the content of [a sentence] A is false and that of 
B true, and the assumprion that the content of A is true and that of B false 
lead to a logical contradicrion, and if this can be estabüshed without knowing 
whether the content of A or B is true or false, and without requiring other 

than purely logical laws for this purpose, then nothing can belong to the 
content of A, insofar as it is capable of being judged true or false, which 
docs not also bclong to the conteot of B [ ... ] Equally, under our assumprion, 
nothing can belong to the content of B, insofar as it is capable of being 
judged true or false, which does not also belong to the content of A. 

"V' d'v' a(F( d) 1\ f(d,a) ~ fo(a))", he al so only says that thc first cxprcssion is to ha ve 
thc samc content as thc sccond, witbout using thc attributc "concep tual" o r 
"judgcablc". In thc samc secrion, he stipulatcs that thc cxprcssions "/). is thc rcsult of 
npplying thc proccdurc f to f" and 'T bcars the converse o f thc f-rclation to /)." are 
to be takcn as "glcichbcdcutcnd". 1 assumc that "samc contcnt" and "glcich
bcdcutcnd" are uscd hcrc in a strict, technical scnsc. 
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lo a posthumously published piece entided 'Kurze Übersicht m ein e r 
logischeo Lehren' [1 906] (NS, p. 213), Frege states a different criterio n, 
henceforth referred to as "CRIT 2": 

Two sentences A and B can stand in such a relation that anyone who 
recognizes the content of A as true must without further ado recognize that 
of B as true and, conversely, that anyone who recognizes the contcnt of B as 
true, must also immediately recognize that of A (tq11;pollmce), where it is 
presupposed that there is no difficulty in grasping the contcnts of A and B. 

CRIT 1 is framed in logical, CRIT 2 in epistemic terms. CRIT 1 captures a 
notion o f sense or thought which is akin to the ootion of conceptual 
content, while CRIT 2 captures a ootioo of sense or thought which 
seems to be of a finer texlure thao the first. When we apply CRIT 1 to 
ooe o f Frege's paradigm cases of abstractioo principies, say to (1) or (2) , 
we notice that the two halves of the biconditional would express the 
same thought. According to CRIT 2, however, the members of the sam e 
pair of senteoces would presumably express different thoughts, since it 
seems possible that someooe who recognizes ooe member as true fails 
to recogoize straight away the other as true, for instaoce, if he or she 
lacks the concept of direction or of cudinal number. 

You will recall my proposal that in Gr11ndlogen the stipulation that 
tbe two sides of (1) or (2) have the same cootent is tantamouot to th e 
stipulation that they ha ve the same judgeable con ten t. Someone migh t 
objcct that this cannot be correct, because what Frege meaot by 
judgeable cootent correspoods essentially to the finer-grained notion o f 
thought iocorporated in CRIT 2 aod oot to the coarser-graioed 
embodied in CRIT 1. My aoswer is this. First, there is no direct evideo ce 
that for Frege in Btgriffuch rift and G rundlogt n the ootion of judgeable 
content matcbes essentially with the notion o f thought emerging from 
CRIT 2. But even if there "'-'~re sucb evidence- and this would seem to 
speak agaiost the identification of the conceptual conteot o f a se n ten ce 
with the judgeable conteot - we would have no guaraotee that in 
Gr11ndlogen he iotended to equate the cootents of the two sides of an 
abstraction principie in the sense of CRIT 1. We do not know whether 
Frege was aware o f tbe teosion that appears to exist between CRIT 1 and 
CRIT 2. He possibly considered the two criteria to be equivalent, 
especia U y sin ce he probably formulated them in the same year. 1 ndeed, 
it is hard to fathom why he should have deemed it necessary to dispose 
of two distinct notions of thought. If we account for severa! other 
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remarks Frege made about the difference of sentence-sense, the 

suspicion grows stronger that he lacked a coherent view of thought

identity and thought-difference. Suffice it to give one example. 

According to CRIT 1, the thought expressed by "22 = 4" would be the 

same as tbat expressed by "2 + 2 = 4'' and this would possibly also bold 
according to CRIT 2. Yet Frege contends explicitly that the two equations 

express different thoughts (GGA I, p. 7; cf., e.g., WB, p. 235). Returning 

to the notion of judgeable conteot, we are bouod to state that we do oot 
know exactly how he understood it. We only know from what he says 

that it is primarily the thought. But unfortunately Frege's notion of 
thought is not as clear-cut as it should be.25 

It is time to say a few words about Axiom V or its informal analogue 

in the present context. In 'Funktion und Begriff of 1891 Frege s tresses 
that the generality of an equation between function-values "x2 - 4x = x(x -

4)" expresses the same sense as the course-of-values equation "e(e2- 4€) 
= ú(a.(a-4))", but in a different way. By contrast, in §3 of Grundgesetze 

he stipulates only that both sides of Basic Law V are coreferential 
(gleichbedeutend), that is, have the same truth-value. This is confirmed 

by bis remark at the beginning of §10. Aod in introducing bis 

permutation argument in §10, be says that, on the assumption that X(~) is 

a bijection of all objects (of the domain of bis logical system), 'CX(e<l> (e)) 

= X(ú\{/(a))" is coreferential with "~(a) = \{/(a)", but adds in a 

footnote: "That is not to say that tbe sense is the same." In a sense, this 

remark is trivial, since sameness of reference does not imply sameness 
of sense. According to Peter Simons (1992, p. 764), it suggests, though, 

that the sense of "e<l>(e) = Ú\{/(a)" is the same as that of 

"~(a) = \{/(a)". I cannot see why it should do this. It is true that if 

Frege believed that the two sides of Basic Law V express the same 

thought, he would have to gainsay that "X(e<l>(e)) = X(Ú\{/(a))" and 

"~(a) = \{/(a)" likewise express the same thought. The obvio u s 

25 In the Frege literature of the last decade or so, there is a considerable amount 
of discussion not only of the problems involved in the scmantic stipulations which 
Frege makes when he introduces his paradigm cases of abstraction principies, but 
also of thc difficulties ioherent in his criteria of thought-identity. 1 do not have the 
spacc here to comment io sorne detail on that discussion, but plan to do so in a 
monograph on Frege. 1 refer the reader to Dummctt (1991), pp. 168ff.; ll ale (1994), 
pp. 125-130 and Hale (1997); Beaney (1996), pp. 224-234, with the proviso that I 
disagree with sorne points espccially of Dummett's and Hale's account. 
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reason is that the two proper names ''X(e<l> (E)), and ''X(a'I' (a.))" contain a 

course-of-values name as a component expression, and the seose of the 

function-oame ''X(~), is supposed to contribute to the sense of the 

more complex object name of which ''X(~), forros a part. Hence, the 

sense of ''X(e<l>(E)),, for instaoce, differs from that of "É<l>(E), aod, 

consequeotly, the sense of ''X(e<l>(E)) = X(a'I'(o.)), differs from that of 

"É<l>(E) = a'I'(o.)". However, nowhere in G ru ndgese tze does Frege 

conteod that both sides of Basic Law V have the same sense. And in the 
footnote in question he neither affirms nor denies tha t the senses o f 

''X(É<l>(E)) = X(a'I'(o.))" and "---&-<I>(a) = 'I'(a)" coincide. Clearly, if h e 

affirmed identity of seose in the latter case, he would be committed to 
the claim that both halves of Basic Law V express different senses. But it 

is equally obvious that the opposite contention, namely that ''X(e<l>(E)) = 
X(a'I'(a.))" aod "---&-<I>(a) = 'I'(a)" have different seoses, would not 

commit him to the claim that both sides of Basic Law V do express the 
same seose. The upshot is, theo, that the footno te reveals virtually 
no thing about Frege's opinion as to the identity or difference of sense o f 
both sides of Basic Law V. One thing, however, I take to be b eyond 
doubt. If in Grundgesetze Frege had been uoshakably convinced that 
both halves of Basic Law V express one and the same thought, he could 
hardly have believed that it lacked self-evidence. In part II of this essay, I 
shall say more about Frege's attitude towards Axiom V regarding its lack 
of self-evidence. 

Guillermo Rosado l Jaddock (1998) 
. . . 

sorne of tbe remarks I make in cnttctzes 

Scbirn (1996a) on J JP and Axiom V. On p. 258 he says, in his slightly flamboyant 

style, that 1 reach the peak of my confusioos wben 1 claim "once more that both 

halves of ( f) li.e. 1 JP] have the same sense, sioce Frege had claimed that they had the 

same judgeable content [ ... J, but presumably 'neither claims nor denies that the two 

sides of Axiom V express the same sense' [ ... ). In o tber recent writings, however, 

Schirn has explicitly said that the two halves of Axiom V, similarities with (T) 

notwitbstanding, do not express the same sense, but ooly have the same reference." 1 

am at a loss to see any confusion in my accouot, Jet alone "a peak of confusion s". 

Fir.rl, 1 do oot say that Frege (explicitly) claim.r that the two sides of HP have the 

same judgeable content, but rather tbat b e hold.r that view. 1 admit, however, that J 

shouJd have made the caveat tbat there is no conclusive textual evidence tha t Frege 

iotended to lay down an identity of judgeable contents when he framed a contextua) 

deftnirion of the direction operator in §65 of Grundlagtn. Yet if he in tended to do 
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this - rccall that 1 am still inclincd to assumc that he did - thcn we could with 

pcrfcct justicc say that Frege's stipulation amounts csscn tially to layiog down that thc 

two sidcs o f abstractíon principie (1) are to cxprcss th c same thought. Noticc that 

l'regc is conce rned to d~Jitlt contextuall y th e direc tion opcrator by using a n 

abstracrion principie. A fter the devclopmcot of his thcory of sen se and reference, he 

says that a constructive or an cxplicit deftnition sripulates that the de fin ing 

exprcssion and the defined expression are to ha ve thc same rcfcrence and thc s a m e 

scnse. Suond, it is plainly falsc that 1 shouJd have said elscwhcre that the two halvcs 

of J\xiom V do not express thc same sense, but only hnve the same referencc. l t is 

one thing what Frege says explicitly, another how it is assessed by his inte rpre te rs. 

The fact that Rosado Haddock mixes tbe two aspccts is also obvious from th e 

account he gives in his 1999 paper (see pp. 307ff.). There he speaks o f "Schirn 's 

reodering" of Axiom V in Schirn (1995) aod contends that it has abs urd 

consequences. Now, in Schirn (1995), p. 16 1 say that in Grundguetzt «Frege sri pulates 

that both sides of Axiom V shall have the same rcfcrence, thougb he does not 

explicitly deny that they may have thc same scnse", and this is undeniably true to the 

facts. In the sequcl, l am cxclusivcly concerncd with the unpalatable consequ ences 

which follow from thc assumption (made by 1 1 odes (1984), but, for ins tance, al so by 

Sluga (1980), (1986)) that Frege bclieved in Grundgtulzt that the two sides of 1\ xiom 

V do express thc same sensc. Nowhcre did I suggest that for this rcason wt mus t 

understand Axiom V as expressing that the two sidcs havc the same rcferencc, i.e. 

truth-value. Surely, by stipulating only that both sides o f J\xiom V are to have thc 

samc truth-value, Frege faces the se rious problcm, complete! y igoored by him, that i t 

remains unfathomablc how undcr tha t weak interpretation it should bring it about to 

fix partially the reference of a course-of-values term "e<l> (e)". Tt was no/ my con ce rn 

in Schirn (1995) or Schirn (1996a) to discuss this conscqucnce of Frege's stipulation . 

At any cate, to contend that 1 advocate the view that w e should construe 1\xiom V as 

cxprcssing an idcntity of the re ferenccs of its two si des is wide of th c mark. (N o ti ce 

that fo r Frege an axiom is a true thought, which ncithcr needs nor admits of proof. 

l'or the sake of simplicity, 1 did not strictly adherc to this use of the term «axiom". 

For a critica! discussion of Sluga's and Dummett's views of the nature o f Axiom V sce 

my fo rthcoming book Begriff und Zah/.) 

2. Abstract and logical objects 

Sorne Frege scholars speak of abstract and logical objects without 
differentiating between abstrae/ and logical. Frege himself does not 
speak of abstract objects, but rather of non-real objects (nichtwirklit'he n 
Gegenstiinden) when he deals with those objects which we would call 
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abstract today. Non-real (or abstract) objects in Frege's sense like th e 
axis of the Earth, the equator, the cea ter of mass of the solar system ( cf. 
GLA, p. 35), the numbers and the courses-of-values of functions, 
introduced for the fust time in 'Funktion uod BegrifP (1891), are neither 
accessible to our sensation, intuition, or imagioation, nor capable of 
involvement in physical interaction, nor subjective like ideas, but are 
non-spatial, non-temporal (i.e. causally ioert), though still objective. 
Probably the best known of the relatively few places where Frege uses 
the term ''logical object" is at the very end of the appendix to 
Grundgesetze: "As the prime problem of arithmetic one may regard the 
question: How do we conceive logical objects, in particular, numbers? 
What justifies our recognizing numbers as objects?" (GGA II, p. 265; cf. 
WB, p. 223). This quotation makes it clear, too, that Frege considered the 
prime problem of arithmetic to belong fust and foremost to 
epistemology, no t to ontology. I basten to add that without having 
secured the existence of courses-of-values in the fust place, the question 
concerning our cogoitive access to them would be idle, of course. 
Frege's logical objects - after 1891, they comprise the numbers, which 
are eventually identified with courses-of-values, the two truth-values the 
True and the False and the courses-of-values - forro only a subset of the 
set of the non-real (abstract) objects. As regards his conception of non
real objects, it is therefore necessary to distinguish between abs tract 
ones that are non-logical and abstract ones that are logical in nature. 
Dummett (1991, p. 224) claims that the expression "logical" in the phrase 
''logical objects" refers to what Frege always emphasized as the 
distinguishing mark of the logical, namely its generality. According to 
Frege's criterion of universal applicability, Dummett says, the concept of 
cardinal number is already a logical one, and need not be defined in 
terms of extensions of concepts to make it so. I think, however, that a 
litde more has to be said about Frege's conception of logical objects in 
order to put it in the right perspective. 

As a fust approximation, I suggest that, for Frege, logical objects are 
at least all those objects, which are introduced by means of a logical 
abstraction principie. Admittedly, in his post-Grund/agen period he also 
regards the truth-values the True and the False as logical objects, although 
he does not introduce them by way of logical abstraction, but rather 
assumes that every judging person, including the skeptic, is already 
acquainted with them. In §10 of Grundgesetze, however, he identifies 
the True and the False with special courses-of-values and, hence, with 
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objects introduced via logical abstraction. To be sure, the objective of 
this transsortai identification is to remedy the referencial indete rminacy 
of course-of-values terms arising from Axiom V, not to establish the 
logical nature of the truth-values.26 In part m of this essay, I shall argue 
that Frege construed the truth-values as the primitive objects of logic. 
So, Iet me put them aside now, bearing in mind that my propo se d 
criterion as to what counts as a Fregean logical object does not claim to 
be exhaustive. 

Under what condition is a Fregean abstraction principie a Iogical 
one? To account for the distinct frameworks within which Frege pursues 
his foundational project in Grundlagen and in Grundgesetze, I suggest 
we distinguish between two variants of logicai abstraction principies. A 
logical abstrae/ion principie in a wider sense I call one whose 
equivalence relation (Wright calls it "abstractive relation"), denoted on its 
right-hand side, can be defined in second- or higher-o rder Iogic, bu t 
whose equivaience between left-hand and right-hand side Frege neithe r 
characterizes as a primitive truth or Iaw of Iogic nor introduces as a 
logical axiom. A logical abstrae/ion principie in a narro1ver sense I call 
one whose abstractive reiation can likewise be defined in second- o r 
higher-order logic, but whose equivalence between left-hand and righ t
hand branch Frege considers to be a primitive truth of Iogic o r 

establishes as a logicai axiom. 

Many logicians are willing to concede that second-ordcr logic does not en jo y 

that kind of ccrtainty and security that are characteristic of first-ordcr logic. The 

reason is that second-order logic makes strongcr conceptual and ontological 

assumptions than first-ordcr logic does. As is well known, Quinc is onc of the fic rcest 

opponents of higher-order logic; he argues that it is mercly set thcory in disguise, 

and, at any rate, he does not considcr set th eory to belong to logic (see Quine 

(1970)). Without doubt, the ontology underlying sct theory has an enormously wide 

range, whercas Quine seems to insist that logic should be free of on tology. M o re 

recently, Stewart Shapiro has defended the thesis that higher-o rder logic plays a n 

cssenrial role in thc foundations of mathematics. !le argues that second-order logic 

supplies bctter modcls of important aspects of mathematics than first-order logic 

does (cf. Shapiro (1991)). Whcn rrege set about writing Grundgtt~lze, he presumably 

had no scruples about carrying out bis logicist enterprisc within a systcm o f second 

order logic. In Grundg~ulze, he regarded set theory (actually, his theory o f courses

of-valucs) as a proper part of logic, but it seems that already bcfore complcting thi s 

26 Contrary to what Marco Ru ffino (1996) claims. 
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work he bad an inkJing that the laws goveming classes are less basic than thc laws 

relating to concepts (c f. WB, p . 121). Dummett (1991, p. 12) is right when he says th at 

Frege valued his reduction o f arithmetic to set theory only so long as he bclieved í t 

to be a reduction to logic. We do not know whether Frege pursued with genuine 

interest the rise and devclopment o f axíomatic set theory in tbe fi rst two decades of 

the 20th century. It may well be that he lacked such interest, because he may have 

arrived at the conclusion that set theory, even if consistent, canno t provide a logical 

foundation of arithmetic. fo'rege consídered extensions of concepts or classes to be 

logical objects only insofar as set theory formed a proper part o f logic. 

1 think it would be a djfficult, but worthwhile task to scrutinize fo' rege's co nception 

of what it means that someth ing belongs to pure logic or that somcthing is 

formulated in purely logical tcrms. As far as 1 see, such scrutiny could only rcly o n 

relatively brief remarks sc:mered throughout a number of bis writings. Moreovcr, 1 

am presentl y not surc as to whether it would reveal a coherent conception. In 

G run dlagen (p . 11 7), fo'rcge observes that he has succeeded in reducing o ne-one 

correspondencc to purely logical terms, to the term " relation", that is. We are further 

told that a rclarional concept, like a simple concept, bclongs to pure logic. Thc 

particular content o f the relation is said to be of no concem here; what counts is its 

logical form. And the truth of whatever can be asserted about this form is a nal yti c 

and known a priori (GLA, p. 83). Taken at face valuc, Frege does not disringuish he re 

between logical and non-logical concepts and reJations. He scems rather to be 

claiming that every concept and every relation belongs to logic. Seen in this way, 

lru oc human bei ng would belong to logic as does the concep t of negation, fo r 

exarople. But does fo'rege really wish to endorse such a conception in G r11n dlagen ? lt 

is, mo reover, not clear to me what exactly he has in roind when he speaks of the 

logical form of a concept or a relation, as he does not clarify this by roeans of a n 

example. What can be said about the logical forro of the rclation o f identity, fo r 

instance? That it is a rwo-place ftrst-levcl relation? lf so, then, for fo'regc, this is a o 

analytic truth, one we know a priori. What about the stateroent that identity is a o 

equivalencc relation? This, too, seeros to be a matter of logical forro rather than o f 

content. In the lntroducrion to Grundguelze, Frege makes basically the same point as 

in Grundlagen concerning the question whcther a given expression bclongs to pure 

logic. " Much the same holds for the word 'co rrespondence' as for the word 'set'; 

both are toda y used frequently in mathcmatics [ ... ] l f 1 a m right in thinking th at 

arithroetic is a branch o f pure logic, then a purely logical cxpression must b e 

sclected fo r 'co rresponden ce' . 1 choose 'rclation' for this purpose. Concept a n d 

relntion are the foundation-s tones u pon which 1 ercct m y structure" (GGA 1, p. 3) . 

About sixtccn ycars later, in 'Über die Grundlagcn der Geometrie', 11 (1906), f'rege 

strcsscs thc need to supply a clear charactedzation of what counts as a logical 
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infcrcnce and what is proper to logic, if wc are to carry out valid independe nce 

proofs. 1 le points out, furthermo re, that for this purpose it would be neccssary t o 

formulare, in a precise manner, a basic law which ooe might call an emanation o f the 

formal nature o f logical laws (KS, p 321). At the same time, rrcgc stresses that logic is, 

despite fust appcarances, not purely formal. Just as cooccpts likc poinl, Line, p 1 a n e 

and rclations like líes on, btlwun, congruenl belong intriosically to geometry, so 

logic, too, has its own conccpts and relations such as negation, identity, subsumption, 

subordination of concepts for which ir aUows no rcplacement. For Frege, this is a n 

unmistakable mark that the relation of logic towards what is propcr to it is not at a 11 

forma l. He concedes, however, that here wc find ourselves still in unexplored 

territory. In my view, all this does not appear to be in linc with what Frege says in 

Grundlagen, §70, though. 

Consider HP. It is a logical abstraction principie only in a wider sense 
both in Gr~mdlagtn and in Grundgesetze. Firstly, the relation of 
equinumerosity is definable in second-order logic as o ne-o ne 
correspondence and the latter can, as Frege puts it (cf. GL\, §§72, 1 08; 
GGA 1, p. 3) "be reduced to purely logical relationships". Secondly, th e 
question whether HP is a primitive truth of logic is passed over in silence 
both in Grundlagen and in Grundgeset ze. I conjecture, however, that in 
neither work did Frege consider it a candidate for being distinguished as 
a basic law o f logic or for being selected as an axiom o f his logical theory. 
In part II of this essay, 1 shall return to this topic. In any event, both in 
Grundlagen and in Grundgesetze Frege derives HP from his explicit 
definition of the cardinality operator and in this way intends to achieve a 

twofold purpose: to ensure its requisite analytic or logical character and 
to la y the foundations for his subsequent derivations of the basic laws o f 
arithmetic. Heoce, in neither of the two works does HP enjoy the status 
of a defmition or an axiom.27 Plainly, only if Frege felt entitled to use HP 
either as a definition of the cardinality operator (sa tisfying certain 
constraints) o r as a logical axiom governing it as a primitive expression, 
could he regard it as a means of introducing cardinal numbers as logical 

objects. 

Earlier I pointed out that (CD) involves the introduction o f 
occurreoces of the cardinality operator resisting contextua! elimination, 
and that for this reason every attempt to salvage it as a viable definition 

of "Nx<p(x)" is doomed to failure. You may also recall my claim that this 

27 In G rundlagt n, HP is only ten tatively put forward as a definition, but 

eventually rejectcd in this function. 
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difficulty seems to have gone unnoticed by Frege. Suppose now, for the 
sake of argument, that in Grundlagen Frege succeeded in removing the 
Caesar objection by making just the right k.ind of additional stipulation, 
while adbering to (CD). Seen from the angle of his comments on (CD) in 
Grundlagen, nothing would then prevent him from asserting that 
cardinal numbers have been introduced as logical objects via (CD), that 
is, via a logical abstraction principie in a wider sense. It would b e 
guaranteed, from Frege's point of view, that the carclinality operator is 
deftned in purely logical vocabulary, and no more and no less is required 
to secure the logical nature of cardinal numbers. They could then b e 
acknowledged as logical objects sui generi.r. However, if in Grtfndlagen 

Frege wisbed to introduce cardinal numbers by way of HP conceived of 
as an axiom, be would have to make a coovincing case that HP can b e 
acknowledged as a basic law of logic. In th.is case, it would be insufficient 
to invoke the fact that one-one correspondence is reducible to purely 
logical relationships. To be sure, in Grundgesetze HP drops out as a 
candidate for a definitional introduction of logical objects right from the 
start. It could at best serve as a logical abstraction principie in a narrower 
sense. After baving developed a systematic theory of definition in 
Gnlndgeselze, Frege rejected contextua! defmitions altogether, mainly 
because they infringe the principie of the simplicity of tbe definiendum. 

Let us now turn to Basic Law V. Frege could recognize its abstracta as 
logical objects only if he argued persuasively that it is a fundamental law 
oflogic. Itis true that in 'Funktion und Begriff' and in GrJfndgesetze he 
contends both the unprovability and the logical nature of the possibility 
of transforming tbe generality of an identity of function-values into an 
identity of courses-of-values and vice versa, but it is equally true that he 
fails to justify this claim. In Grundgesetze 1, §9 and 11, §147, he explains 
that in logic one has actually made use all along of the possibility of 
transformation embodied in Basic Law V, although by appeal to the 
coincidence of functions instead by referring to the equality of courses
of-values. Such an explanation does not carry much weight, however. 
Frege's appeal to the fact that logicians have long since spoken of the 
extension of a concept (GGA 11, §147) establishes just as litde the logical 
nature of his extensions of concepts. What matters is, in the end, what 
logicians have actually understood by extensions and how they 
introduced them. Even if we grant Frege that, whenever logicians use(d) 
the term "extension of a t:oncept", they tacitly relied on a version o f 
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Axiom V which was restricted to concepts and their corresponding 
extensions28, we have no guarantee that their conception of extensions 
was essentially the same as his. As a matter of fact, the prevailing view 
among contemporary logicians and mathematicians assumed the 
extension of a (flrst-level) concept to consist of the objects falling under 
the concept. Since logicism in Grundgesetze requires that numbers be 
identified with extensions of concepts, the latter must be of a purely 
logical character.29 It follows that in Frege's view the extension of a first
level concept cannot consist of physical objects. Yet this is precisely 
what the advocate of the predominant conception of extensions has to 
concede, if the objects falling under the concept are of a physical nature. 
It is plain that already during the period of Grundlagen Frege does not 
regard agglomerations of physical objects or, more generally, wholes 
made up of parts as something belonging to logic. 

3. Cardinal numbers, extens ions of concepts 
and Julius Caesar 

In my op1ruon, 1t 1s fairly obvious that at a number of crucial places in 
parts IV "The concept of cardinal number" and V "Conclusion" o f 
Grund lag en Frege hesita tes to put all his cards on the table. It is this 
hedging attitude which makes it sometimes difficult for the reader to 
take him at his word or to ftnd out what he really has in mind or aims a t 
when making certain remarks. I venture to surmise that either he had 
not clearly recognized sorne fundamental difficulties in his exposition o r 
not yet sufficiently thought through them or, at any rate, not come to 
grips with them. Here is one bundle of questions that Frege leaves 
uoanswered: Does he regard the "traossortal" identificatioo of cardinal 
numbers with exteosioos of coocepts as indispensable for his logicist 
programme ?30 If so, what is it to mean that at the end of Grundlagen he 

28 Frege mentions in this contcxt the Leibniz-Boolc calculus of logic. 

29 f'or that it is not requirctl that the concept itself is one belonging to logic such 
as x = x, for instaoce. f'or f'rcgc, the extensioo of thc concept h o r se is no less a 
logical object thao the exteosion of the concept x = x. 

30 Dcmopoulos (1998, p. 492) suggests in this contcxt: "Thc project of securing 
referencc to the particular scqucnce of objects which are the natural numbcrs 
requircd thc step to equivalcocc classes since it is unclcar how, other than by sorne 
such device, ooe could fashioo a deftnition that would 'comprehend' all applications 
of the numbers. Were Grundlagen expounding a 'pure' thcory of oumber, rathcr than 
a thcory which aimed to covcr both pure and applicd statcments of numbcr, thcrc 
would have been no need to introduce extensions." 1 do not wish to rcjcct this 
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confesses that he does not attach decisive importance to his 

introduction of extensions of concepts? In what specific sense is the 

explicit deftnition of the cardinality operator supposed to solve the 
Julius Caesar problem? I shall address these issues in due course. 

3.1 The te ntative inductive dertnition o f the natural 
numbers : a spurious Caesar pro blem 

Frege's central insight concerning the logical form of ascriptions of 

number such as "The number 9 belongs to the concept planet" or 

"There are exacdy 9 planets" in Grundlagen is: it contains a predication 

of a concept. I term this insight Frege's principie oJ numerical 

predication, PNP for short. Guided by PNP and the result gained by bis 
discussion of Leibniz' definition of the natural numbers (cf. Grundlagen, 

§6), Frege suggests, in §55 of Grundlagen, the following inductive 

definition (ID), where "~F (x} is to mean "The number n belongs to 
the concept F"): 

(I) N ~F ( x )= V'x-.F ( x; 

(II) N!:F (x)= -.V'x-.F (x}\ V'xV'y (F (m F (yH x = y);31 

(III) N~+lF (x)= 3x ( F (m N~ ( F (y~ y :;é x} } 

In §56, he advances three arguments against (ID) and, unlike the 

objections he raises to the (parcial) contextua! definition of "Nx<p(x)" 

sustains them all. The first is that we can never decide by means of (ID) 
"whether the number Julius Caesar belongs to a concept, whether this 

well-known conqueror of Gaul is a number or not [i.e. whether there is a 
concept F such that Julius Caesar is the number belonging to it]". The 
second is that we cannot prove with the help of (ID) that a must equal b 

if N~F(x}\N~F(x. The third is that it is only apparent that (I) and (II) 
define O and 1; these definitional da uses fix rather the sen se of the 

proposal out o f hand, but 1 doubt that it docs full justicc to thc philosophical 
considcrations that accompany Frege's attempted definitions in §§55-68 of 
Grundlagtn. 1 hopc that tbis will emerge at least to sorne extent from my subscquent 
discussion. 

31 Thc dtfiniens of (H) could be replaced witb tbc shorter, logically cquivalent 
exprcssion "3x'Vy(r(y) H y = x)". For suppose tbat "3x'Vy(r(y) H y = x)" is true and 
a is an object for which V' y(F(y) H y = a) holds. From this follows F(a) H a = a; sin ce 
a = a holds, wc obtain F(a) and even tually 3xr(x). For an object b distinct from a it 
follows from V' y(r(y) H y = a) that -, F(b) holds, i.e. a is the only objcct which fa lis 
undcr thc conccpt r. 
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second-level predicates ''~<p(x) and "N!<p(x) (of the statements 

"~F (x)and "~F (x) respectively), "but it is not allowed to discern in 
these O and 1 as self-subsistent, recogoizable objects."32 

The firs t complaint about (ID) seems to be a kind of foreruooer o f 
the Caesar objection of §66 o f G rundiagen . lndeed, §56 is the only place 

in the boo k where Frege m entio ns Julius Caesar. T he Roman general is 
delibe rately chosen there as a crude example ("Is Julius Caesar a 
number?") as is the case with E ngland in §66 ("Is E ngland the same as th e 

direction of the E arth's axis?"). Normally, we would reject both ques tions 
out of hand, because to think of Caesar as a number or of England as a 

direction runs counter to our deeply entrenched intuitions about 

perseos and numbers on the one hand and countries and directions o n 

the other.33 In any event, it has become common practice in the Frege 

literature to speak of the Julius Caesar problem and not of the England 

problem when §66 is under discussion. It goes without saying that th e 
case with which Frege is really concerned in G rundlagen is (2). He uses 

(1) only for the sake of illustration. It is for this reason that J shall transfer 
the main points of his discussion to the case of equinumerosity (or one

one correspo ndence) and numerical identity, bearing in mind th e 

essential differences which do exist between (1) and (2), in spite of the ir 

similarity. As I said above, the first objection Frege raises in §56 to hi s 

heuristic attempt to define the natural numbers inductively appears 

prima facie to be dosel y linked to what, he thinks, is a com pell ing 

ground for abandoning the tentative contextua! definition of the 

cardinality operator (CD) - whence, I believe, comes the phrase "the 
Julius Caesar problem (objection)" regarding bis line o f argument in §66. 
So let us focus on the first objection and see whether it is indeed closely 

connected or even on a par with the Caesar objection of §66. 

lf Frege considered numbers to be second-level concepts, as (ID) 
might suggest, he would be committing a kind o f type erro r by as king 

whether ] ulius Caesar is a number. In that case, the concept o f n u m be r 
would have to be o ne under which numbers qua second-level co n ce pts 

32 lo his final bricf glance back over the coursc of his cnquiry into thc conccpt of 
number in Grundlagtn, rrege considers the third objecti on to be thc main one: (1) 
and (11) fail to define O and 1 separately. 

33 Frege excuses these appareotly nonsensical cxamplcs, being awarc that no o n e 
is going to confuse England with the direction of the Earth 's axis (or Julius Cacsar 
with the number of planets). The importaot point is, howcvcr, that this is not owing 
to the tcntative dcfinition of the direction operator (or to (CD)). 
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fall, but Julius Caesar is an object. Tbus, when Frege asks wbether J ulius 
Caesar is a number he seems to take for granted that the concept o f 
number is of fi.rst level. Strictly speakiog, the attempted inductive 
defmition (ID) does not permit the formulation of the Caesar objection, 
because the latter presupposes that numbers are objects, and (ID) 
obviously does not define the natural numbers as objccts, nor was it 
intended to do this. This becomes even more obvious when we 
rephrase the defi nienda of (ID) as "There are exactly O Fs,, "There is 
exactly one F", etc.34 Thus, what Frege actually defines are the numerically 
definite quantifiers. I conclude, then, that the Caesar objeccion in §56 of 
Gmndlagtn patently misses its mar k and, therefore, has no impact o n 
Frege's project of introducing cardinal numbers as logical objects. By 
contrast, the worry about Caesar in §66 of Gr11ndlagen cannot be 
dispelled in a similar fashion and, indeed, does affect his foundational 
programme profoundly. Let me add that the second and third argument 
against (ID) likewise rest on the assumption, still in need of justification, 
that numbers are objects. 

Quite a few scholars commencing on the Caesar problem in 
Gr11ndlagen tend to mix the Caesar objection in §56 with that in §66 
(literally: the England objection), presumably assuming that in bo th 
sections Frege faces exactly the same problem.J5 Penelope Maddy (1997, 
p. 5), for example, contends that Frege required explicit definitions o f 
the numbers to solve the Caesar problem as it arises from (ID) in §56. 
But this not so. Firstly, 1 have tried to persuade you that the Caesar 
problem in §56 is only spurious, not genuine. Secondly, Frege define s 
the cardinality operator explicitly, because he intends to resolve the 
Caesar problem laid out in §66 by way of identifying cardinal numbers 
with equivalence classes. The latter problem, in contrast to that of §56, 
can be regarded as a genuine one. Notice also that the third objection, 
which in §66 Frege raises to the attempted contextua! definition of the 
direction operator, has no predecessor in his exposition. Cleady, there 
is no analogue of (ID) in the case of directions. 

In §57 of Gr11ndlagen, Frege insists that ascriptions of number be 
regarded as numerical equations. He apparently wants to get rid of the 
adjectival use of a numeral and in this way avoid what might cause a 

34 Frcge's use of the definí te articlc in ascriptions of number is surrcptirious. By 
smuggling it in, he apparcn tly attcmpts to conccal from us what clearly is a n 
adjccrival use of a numeral. 

35 Cf. Simons (1998), p. 486. 
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problem for his objectual view of cardinal numbers. Frege's position is 

ambiguous in this respect, if not incoherent. On the one hand, his 

remark at the end of §56 that it is not permissiblc to discern in the 
phrases "the number O belongs to" and "the number 1 belongs to" O and 
1 as independent objects suggests precisely this: he knew that hcre a 
numeral occurs adjectivally as an undetachable part of a seco nd -level 
predicate and as such perfo rms no rcferential ro le. O n the o ther hand , 

by way of analyzing an ascription of number such as "~F ( x ) in 
accordance with PNP, and by appealing to the fact that the numeral "O" 

forms only an element of the predicare "rfx <p (x), he purports to have 
established (in §57) that in such a statement O appcars as a self-subsistent 
object. So, why should he want to explain away ascriptions of number 
by rcplacing them with numerical equations when his analysis of the 
fo rmer tallies with his conception of numbers as objects? And why does 
he highlight PNP as a fundamental insight when he believes that he has to 
dispense with precisely that type of numerical statement to which PNP 
is meant to apply? In other words, what motivated Frege to 
gerrymander his analysis of ascriptions of number, when he insisted, in 
the same breath, that they ought to be represented through nume rical 
equations? To cut a long story short: my view is that Frege could have 
accepted ascriptions of number as numerical staternents in their o wn 
right. Suitably interpreted, they do not threaten, let alone undermine hi s 

conception of numbers as objects.36 

Bearing in miad the heading of §57 of G nmdlagen: "An ascription o f 

number must be regarded as an equation bctwecn numbers" , it is 
tempting to ask why, in his purported attempt to define O, 1 and n + 1 as 
objects, Frege did no t replace the definienda with the co rrcs p o nding 
numerical equations. If he had done so, his complaint that the clauses (1) 
and (II) of (ID) fail to define O and 1 separately would equally have 

applied to the alternative definition (ID*): 

(I*) N xF (x)= O:= \t'x-,F ·( x ) 

(II*) N xF (x)= 1 := -,\t'x-,F (xh 'ifx'ify (F (m F (yH x = y) 

(111*) NxF(x )= n+l:= 3x(F(~Ny( F (y~y;tx) = n ) 

36 On thcsc issucs cf. Schirn (1996a), pp. 123-135. 
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Furthermore, Frege could have stressed the need to deftne "Nx<p(x)" 

in the first place before giving correct deftoitions of "O" and "1" in terms 

of ' 'Nx<p(x)". Be that as it may, we could transfer bis first objecrioo agaiost 

(ID) to (ID~): we cannot decide by appeal to (ID*) whcther, say, 1 is 
ideorical with Julius Caesar, whether he is a number or not. The 
objectioo, so construed, would seem to have fo rce, because in the light 
of Frege's criteria for objecthood or singular termhood37 we might be 
willing to accept that (I*)-(III*), unlike the clauses o f (ID), are desigoed to 
define the natural oumbers (cootextually) as objects. The reason why 
(ID~) does not decide whether 1 is identical with Julius Caesar or not, is, 
plainly, that it fixes the truth-conditions only of equatioos "NxF(x) = 0", 
''NxF(x) = 1", ''NxF(x) = 1 + 1", etc. just as (CD) does not decide whether 

Caesar coincides with the number of continents, because it specifies the 
truth-conditioos only of numecical equatioos of the form "NxF(x) = 
NxG(x)". 

3.2 The contextual dertnition of the cardinality 
operator: the genuine Caesar problem 

Earlier, I pointed out that Frege considered it to be a preconditioo 
for aoy methodologically sound introduction of abstract or logical 
objects to state an adequate criterion of ideotity for them, that is, to 
provide a general means to conceive them, to recognize them again as 
the same, and to distinguish them from any pther objects. His attempt 
to define the cardinality operator through (CD) ''NxF(x) = NxG(x) := 
Ex(F(x),G(x))" is intended to satisfy this precondition. Frege finds fault 

with (CD), because it generates the Caesar problem: the identity 
cciterion for cardinal numbers incorporated in (CD), namely 

37 ·m ese :ue the following: (a) The use of the definitc :lrticle in thc singular; h e re 
we may ignore typical cxccptions like 'Thc whale is a mammal", where thc use of thc 
dcfinitc articlc can easily be analyzed away (cf. BS, p. 108; GLA, §§57, 66n, 74n; KS, pp. 
169f.); (b) the cxpression can ncvcr stand in thc logical pl:1ce of a prcdic:ltive 
expression, though it can be part of one (cf. GLA, §§57, 68n; KS, p. 174); (e) th e 
expression can be used on both sidcs of the idcnrity-sign or of an cquivalent 
ordinary languagc cxprcssion likc "is cq ual to", "coincides (is idenrical) with" (cf., 
c.g., G LJ\, §§57, 65); (d) the exprcssion is saturated, not in nced of supplcmentation, 
i.c. it docs no t contain an argumcnt-placc, ncither in explicit typographical form as a 
symbol o f a fo rmal language, nor implicitly as an exprcssion o f a natural language. 
For a detailed examination o f Frcge's c riteria see Wright (1983); scc álso llale's 
attempt at framing more rcliablc criteria by means of which cxpressions functi oning 
as singular tcrms may be recogni:tcd and distinguished from cxpressions not so 
functioning (llale 1996). 
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equinumerosity, is powerless to decide whether, say, Julius Caesar is the 
number of continents, that is, (CD) does oot determine the truth-value 
of ao equatioo of the form ''NxF(x) = t" and, hence, does not fJX u níquel y 

the reference of the cardinality operator or of a numerical term 
"NxF(x)".311 "t" is here an arbitrary singular term which has oot the form 
of ''NxG(x)". So understood the Caesar problem is undeoiably a semantic 

problem. Frege himself speaks of a third logical doubt to which (CD) 
gives rise. He does not yet use the term "semantic". But I suggest that 
with respect to the third doubt or difficulty "logical" can be reodered as 
"semantic" and I tend to believe that Frege would have accepted this 
rendecing without further ado, had he been acquainted with a correct use 
of the word "semantic". 

Heck (1997a, pp. 275ff.) has "come to the conclusion" that the Caesar 
objection in Gr11ndlagen poses at least three different, though related, 
problems. He mentions and discusses ooly two of them: the first 
problem is epistemological, the secood semantic with "obvious 
epistemological overtones". I have no idea of what kind the third (o r 
eveo fourth) problem is supposed to be, but I already disagree with the 
distinction between an epistemological and a semantic pro blem 
concerning Julius Caesar. The observation that Frege raises the Caesa r 
objection agaiost a proposed answer to the question about the mode of 
how numbers a.re given to us does oot yet justify the claim that this 
objectioo poses ao epistemological problem. So again, my own view is 
that the Caesar problem is a semaotic problem aod not anything besides 
or over aod above that. This applies also in a full sen se to the version o f 
the Caesar problem Frege encounters in §10 of Grllndgesetze. 

Why do es Frege believe that (CD), if it is to be accepted for th e 
eovisaged logical coostructioo of arithmetic, must eveo decide whether 
the number of cootineots is ideotical with, say, Julius Caesar or the 
plaoet Mars? The correct answer is presumably this: He believes that, 

311 Severa! pertincnt remarks which Frege makcs in §§55-68 of Grundlagen support 
my assumption that he is primarily concerned to fix uniqucly thc "Bcdcutung" of a 
numerical tcrm "NxF(x)" in his latcr technical use of thc word " Bedeutung". Frege 

does not commeot on a case like "Thc number of plancts = 6 + 3". 1 supposc, 
however, that he was aware that the criterioo of identity embodied in (CD) could be 
applied to such an iostaoce of "Nxf'(x) = t" only if it were legi timate to replace "t" 

with a term of the form "NxG(x). locidentally, it would be intcrestiog to know how, in 

vicw of his critical discussion of thc tcntative contextua! definitioos, Frege would have 
assessed seotences like "The number of planets = thc direction of tine a" or "The 
number of planets = the shape of the triangle d". 
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because in Gmndlagen he tacitly takes the domaio o f objects to be b o th 
bomogeoeous aod all-ioclusive. By "h omogeoeous" I mean that F rege 
does oot distioguish between categories or types o f o bjects. Every 
object, be it the oumber of churches in Rome in January 2002 o r t h e 
class of coo tinen ts o r Julius Caesar, can be the argumeot of every first
level functio n (of every ftrst-level coocept o r of every first-level relation 

respectively). By way o f contrast, Frege distinguishes types of functio ns 
acco rding to the kiod of admissible arguments as well as the number o f 
empty places in the co rresponding fuoctioo-names. To my miod, th e 
matter preseots itself in a similar fashion in Grun dgesetze, but since it i s 
set out there in a formal framework, it appears in much sharper outline 
than in G rundlagen. The issue as to whether the domain of the first
order variables o f Frege's logical theory in Grundgesetze embraces all 
objects whatsoever o r o nly the two truth-values aod courses-of-values is 
a controversia! o ne in the Frege literature. D espi te the formal se t ting 

provided in Gnm dgesetze, Frege fails to specify explicitly the first-o rder 
domain aod, hence, fails to improve o n Gmndlagen in that respect. l o 
part liT o f this essay, I shall argue that sorne remarks Frege made in 

G r11n dgeset ze sugges t that, contrary to the way in which he ac tually 
proceeds in §§10 aod 31, he takes the first-order domain o f his logical 

theory to be all-eocompassing. 

H owever this may be, (CD ) does no t even provide us with a means to 
determine the truth-value of a numerical equation such as "The n u m b er 

of planets = 1" o r "The number of plaoets = the tenth element o f the ro
sequence (O, 1, 2 , ... )". For it is o bvious that the defini tions "O:= 

Nx(x '# x)" and " 1 := Nx(x = 0)", set up in §§74, 77 o f Grundlagen, presup 

pose that ''Nx<p(x)" has a determinare re fereoce, and that means in th e 

context o f G n111dlage n: they presuppose a prior i rr eproachable 

definitio n o f ''Nx<p(x)". If we already had a definition o f the concep t n i s 

a 1111mber (hencefo rth abbreviated by ''N(n)') satisfying Frege's require
ment o f sharp delimitatio n, so that it is determined for every object o f 
the domain whether it falls under that concept o r oot, we could 
stipulate: if t is oo t a oum ber, theo ''NxF(x) = t'' is false (since in that case 
N xF(x) caooot be ideotical with t); if t is a number and if it is given to us 
appropriately, then (CD) will setde the truth-value o f ''NxF(x) = t''. A t th is 

stage o f the inquiry, however, the indeterminacy arising from (CD) 

canno t be removed by setting up the defmitio n "N(n) := 3 <p (N x<p (x) = n)", 
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since "Nx<p(x)", forming a part of the defi niens, has not ye t acquired a 

determínate reference. In other words, in order to apply the definition 
of "N(nr, we would first have to know, in each case, whether "n = 
NxF(x)" is true or false. It is worth noting that even in the case o f 

numerical equations of the form "NxF(x) = NxG(x)", HP does not, fo r 
every instance, determine its truth-value. Take the equation (p) "Nx(x = x) 
= NxFN(x)", where "FN(x)" is to abbreviatc the predicate " finite 

number". As Boolos shows (1987, p. 16), (p) is an undecidable sentenc e 
in the formal system FA; it is true in sorne models of FA, and false in 
othcrs. Frege's remarks on Cantor in §86 of G r11ndlagen suggest, though, 
that he would ha ve considered (p) to be false. 

Before making his final attempt to define '~x<p (x)", Frege considers a 

possible solution of the problem that by appeal to (CD) we cannot 
determine the truth-value of a sentence '~xF(x) = t". O ne might be 

tempted to stipulate that the object t is a cardinal number if it is 
iotroduced by means of (CD). Frege dismisses the proposal on the 
grounds that we would be treating the way in which t is introduced as a 
property of t, which it is not. 

It is essential for Frege's foundational project, res ting on a classical 
logic with a classical semantics as it does, to ensure that ever.y concept 
and every relation (more generally: every function) o f the formal theory 
has sharp boundaries as well as to secure a reference for every well
formed expression, especialJy for every well-formed formula o f his 
Begriffsschr.ift. Only in this way, he thinks, can he guarantee the validity 
of the laws of classical logic in his formal theory, in particular, the validity 
of the law of excluded middle; only thus can he ensure the general 
validity of the semantical principie o f bivalence. There can hardly be a n y 
doubt that b.is investigation in Gr11ndlagen is guided by these 
methodological principies. We must, of course, bear in mind in this 
connection that severa! characteristic marks of Frege's logical theory in 
G r11ndgesetze are still absent in the formal theory underlying th e 
informal considerations of Gr11nd/agen or had not yet fully crystallized at 
·that time. I may mention only two well-known facts: (a) Frege had no t 
yet drawn a terminological distinction between the sense and the 
reference of a siga; (b) he had not yet introduced the truth-values as t he 
references of assertoric sentences or special object-names. 

I have just suggested that already in G r11ndlagen Frege sets up the 
requirement of the sharp delimitation o f a concept or a relation. T his has 
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been doubted, for example, by Heck (1997a, pp. 299f.), but the doubt is 
grouodless. When Frege comes to define tbe number O in §74 he 
observes: "All that can be demanded of a concept from tbe point o f 
view of logic and witb ao eye to rigor of proof is its sharp dehmitation, 

that, for every object, it be determined whetber or not it falls under the 
concept., Clearly, this condition must be satisfied by a concept like t he 

number of planets = ( or ~ is a number, if it is to be employed in logic. 
If it lacked a determínate truth-value as its value for the argument, say, 

Julius Caesar, Frege would stigmatize it as a pseudo concept. Every 
sentence in whicb its name occurs would lack a truth-value.39 Remember 

in this context my claim tbat in Grundlage tJ Frege tacitly takes the first
order domain to be all-embracing. 

One final comment on (CD) at this stage. It seems tbat, from Frege's 

point of view, (CD) fails to fix completely or uniquely tbe reference of 
tbe cardinality operator, even if the Caesar objection could be removed 
by appeal to an additional stipulation. Even in that case Frege would, I 
believe, concede tbat (CD) effects only a parcial determination of the 
reference of a term ' 'NxF(x),. The reason is tbat bis demand of providing 

explaoations of all other (relevant) statements about cardinal numbers is 
set up quite independently of tbe emergence of the Caesar problem. In 
fact, Frege formulare s the demand in §65 of Grundlagen just before he 

brings up this problem. By contrast, in §10 of Grundgesetze his 
proposal to determine the values of all (primitive) first-level functions 
for courses-of-values as well as for all other arguments, is presented as 
tbe appropriate response to his diagnosis that Axiom V fails to 

determine completely the references of course-of-values terms, i.e. that 
it creates a version of the Caesar problem . .w 

39 Cf. in this context Grllndgtulze, vol. 11, p. 74. " If, e.g., thc rclarion grtoler than 
is not completely defined, then it is likewise uncertain wbcther a quasi-conceptual 
cons truction obtaincd by partly saturating it, e.g., greoler Iban zuo or posilivt, is a 
proper concept. For it to be a proper concept, it would have to be determínate 
whether, c.g., the Moon is grcater than ze:ro. We may indeed stipulate that on ly 
numbers can stand in our relarion, and infer from this tbat the Moon, not being a 
number, is also not greater than zero. But witb tbat there would have to go a 
complete definition o f thc word 'number' aod that is just what is usually lacking." 

40 The indctcrminacy problem arisiog from Axiom V is, in Fregc's own words, 
tbat thc (informal) s tipulation in §3 of Grllndgeulze: "1 use the words ' the functioo 
<I> (S) has the same coursc-of-va]ues as the function 'JI (S)' generally to denote the 
same as the words ' thc functions <1> (S) and 'JI (S) ha ve always the samc val u e for th e 
same argumeot, fails to determine completely the rcference o f a coursc-of-values 
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3.3 The cardinality operator explic itly defined 

In §68 of Grundlagen, Frege eventually defines the number which 
belongs to the concept F as the extension of the (second-level) concep t 

equinumerous with the co 11cept F. (Henceforth, I use "#" as a class

forming operator.) 

(ED) NxF(x) := #<p(Ex(<p(x),F(x))). 

He presumably construes the expression " the extension of the 
concept ... ", forming a part of the definiens, as an indefinable primitive, 
just as he does later in Grulldgesetze. If this is correct, it would have 
been incumbent upon him to elucidate it semantically or to fix its 
content (its sense and its reference according to his theory after 1891) in 
a different, but likewise non-deftnitional manner, in order to be entitled 
to use it in (ED). And, of course, in the light of bis logicist aims, he would 
have to justify that the expression " the extension of the co ncept ... " 
belongs essentially to logic o r in other words: that extensions o f 

concepts are logical objects:11 

HP, taken jointly witb (ED) and the defmitions of "0,, 

provides a means of determining 
statement of the following six types: 

the truth-value of any 
"1 ", e tc., 
identity-

term "É<l> (E)". While in Grundlagn1 firege a ttempts to resolve the rcferential indc ter
minacy o f the cardinality operator by defining it cxplicitJ y, in Grundgeutze he must 
take an entircly different routc to remove thc indcterminacy of th e course-of-valucs 
operator. The lattcr is o oc of thc primitivc signs of thc formal languagc o f 
Grundgnetze and can there fore not be dc fiocd, but at bcst only be clucidated . 

41 In his lis t of fircgc's posthumous works, 1 J. Scho lz m cntio ns an earl y clcfinition 

of the extension of a conccpt (c f. Schim (1976), vol. 1, p. 95). This is only a vague 
refcrence, though . 1 scc there fore no need to withdraw my conjecture that in 
Grundloge n firege consic.lercd "the extension of the concept ... " to be a pr imitive 
expression. In G rundg eutze , the course-of-values operator is the only primitive 
function-oame, which is not introduced by means o f a semanric clucidation. l ts sen se 
and its re ference are supposed to be fixed (tbough only partially) via an axiom, 
oamely via Axiom V. firege has never to ld us that tbis procedure runs counter to hi s 
owo principies. 1 shall say mo re about this topic in part ll of this essay. lf firegc h a d 
been able to devise a sound elucidation o f the course-of-values operator, that is, o n e , 
which did not rest on a presupposed acquain tao ce with cou rses-of-values, th en, from 
his point o f view, the referential inde tcrminacy of coursc-of-values terms would 
probably not havc ariscn at all. In that case, he coulc.l even havc defined th e 
prcdicate "a is a coursc-o f-values" ("CV(a)'') modcllcc.l upon his definition o f " n is a 

number" in §72 o f G rundlagen: CV(a) := 3 q>(Éq>(E) = a). 
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(2) NxF(x) = #<p(E x(<p(x),G (x))) 

(3) #<p(Ex(<p(x),F(x))) = #<p(E x(<p(x),G(x))) 

(4) NxF(x) = n 

(5) n = #<p(Ex(<p(x),F(x))) 

(6) n = m 

An equation of type (4), (5), or (6) is capable of being reduced to one of 

type (1), (2), or (3), and the truth-conditio ns o f the latter three a re 

de termined thro ugh the right-hand side of HP, o r, spelled out m o r e 

fully, through the o ne-one correlation o f the o bjects falling under F wi th 

those falliog uoder G : 3R(Vx(F(x) ~ 3 y(R(x,y) 1\ G(y))) 1\ V y{G (y) ~ 

3 x(R(x,y) 1\ F(x))) 1\ VxVyVz((R(x,y) 1\ R(x,z) ~ y= z) 1\ (R(x,z) 1\ R(y,z) ~ 

X = y))). 
T hus, by virtue o f (ED), Frege succeeds in exteoding the range of 

applicability of the originally proposed criterion of identity fo r cardinal 

numbers. Nevertheless, the criterion so extended lacks the required 

uruestricted generality. Take, for example, the two equatio ns " N x(x :t. x) = 

#x(x :t. x)" and "Nx(x :t. x) = Julius Caesar". T he first canno t b e 

transfo rmed into an equatioo of type (1), since "#x(x :t. x)", u nlike 

"#<p(E x(<p(x),x :t. x))", denotes the extensio n of a first-level co n cep t. 

Hence, HP is powerless to decide whether "Nx(x :t. x) = #x(x :t. x)" is t rue 

or false. Al tho ugh F rege does not comment on such a case, he seems t o 

assume that (ED ) removes the referencial iodete rminacy of th e 

cardinali ty o perato r once and for all. If we really do know what the 
extension of a concept in general is - and Frege takes that for granted , 

albeit without any justification - then we ought to be able to distinguish 
the extension of a firs t-level concept from the extension of a seco nd

level co ncept, and the latter from Julius Caesar. Consequently, we are 
justified in assigoing the truth-value f a/se to bo th equatio ns. Recalling 
Frege's discussion o f (CD), it seems that he m.ight bave co nsidered t h e 
fo llowing altem ative strategy: Once N(n) has been defined witho ut 

fallacy, we can solve the Caesar problem by appeal to HP and th e 
definition o f N(n) . .n 

42 J ulius Cacsar is not a cardinal numbcr, bccause there cxists no concept q> such 
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Be this as it may, both strategies are equally unsatisfactory. The 

problem is by no means sol ved, but only postponed. For we do no t 

know whether Julius Caesar is a number unless we know whether or not 

he is an extension. When Frege defines cardinal numbers as extensions 
of concepts in Grund/agen, he has stated identity-conditions only for 

various kinds of equivalence classes, of equinumcrosity and, for the sake 
of illustration, of parallelism and geometrical similarity. And we have 
seen that his assumption regarding extensions of concepts in general 
lacks foundation. 

It is, however, fair to say that in §73 of Grund/agen, in the course of 

adumbrating his proof of HP, Frege seems to reiy tacitly on an 
abstraction principie that states for second-level concepts and their 

extensions what Axiom V states for first-levei concepts and their 
extensions. In order to prove HP, he has to show, according to (ED), 

that Ex(F(x),G(x)) --7 #<:p(Ex(<:p(x),F(x))) = #cp(Ex(<:p(x),G(x))). That is to say: 

he has to prove that "under this hypothesis" the following two sentences 

hoid generally: 

(a) Ex(H(x),F(x)) --7 Ex(H(x),G(x)) and (b) Ex(H(x), G(x)) --7 Ex(H(x),F(x)). 

So, Frege is converting here the statement that the extensions of two 

special second-level concepts coincide into the statement that these 

concepts are coextens10nal (see also Heck (1995), p. 130). We might thus 

presume that in introducing extensions of second-level concepts he had 

in mtnd the following third-order abstraction principie: 

#f(M~(f(~))) = #f(N~(f(~))) H \if(M~(f(~)) H N~(f(~))). 

Yet, if this is so, it would remain obscure why he does not refer 
explicitly to this principie when he comes to introduce extensions of 
second-level concepts. As against this, sorne might wish to argue that in 

Grund/agen Frege must have been aware of the necessity of laying clown 
such a principie as an aA~om of a formal theory whose fir st-orde r 

domain comprises extensions of second-level concepts.43 

that thc numbcr bclonging to <p is J ulius Caesar. 

43 It may wcll be that in introducing exteosions in Grt~ndlagett he had already in 
mind thc transformation of th e mutual subordination or general equivalence of first
level conccpts into an identity of extensions, and vice versa, though it seems unlikcly 
to me that he already thought of the more general transformation, embodied in 
Axiom Y, concerniog functions and courses-of-values. Yet if this is so, it would be 
hard to understand why he assumcs (perhaps witb certain scruples) that we know what 
exteosions are instead of introduc1ng at least exrensions of first-lcvcl concepts by 
appeal to thc transformation just mcntioned. 
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3.4 Why Frege introduced extensions in Grundlagen 

Marco Ruffino has challenged the view, espoused by sevcral Frege 
scholars including myself, that in Grundlagen Frege gave his explicit 
definition of the cardinality operator to resolve thc Julius Caesar 
problem arising from bis third objection to (CD). Ruffino holds that, 
according to Frege, the identification of cardinal numbers with 
extensions of concepts was "absolutely essential" for his logicist 
programme, not only in Grundgesetze, but already in Grundlagen (see 
Ruffino (2000), p. 240f.) . In his paper 'Logicism: Fregean and Neo
Fregean' (1998), p. 182 he writes (cf. Ruffino (2000)): 

First, as it seems to me, the primary role of the Julius Caesar problem in 
Frege's course of thought in GLA is not to point out the residual 
indeterminacy unsolved by the contextual definition of §§63-5, but rather to 
call attention for [to] the fact that this definition fails to rnake evident the 
logical nature of nurnbers ( ... ] Second, given the privileged status o f 
extensions as logical objects in Frege's thought, he would have ro come to 
the defmition of numbers as extensions anyway - quite independendy o f 
the considerations about the Julius Caesar problem. For, otherwise, he would 
owe us an explanation of the logical status of numbers and why they are oo a 
par with extensioos without beiog themselves extensions. The assumption 
that Frege opted for a definition of numbers just to salve the Julius Caesar 
problem [ ... ] is simply incorrect. 

Related to Gnmdlagm, this assessment strikes me as unwarrantcd. H ere 
are my reasons: 

(i) Ruff10o will certainly agree that Frege feels obliged to jettison (CD), 
because it generates the '-.:aesar problem. However, there is no clue 
whatsoever in Grundlagen backing the assumption that for Frege the 
primary role of that problem is to draw attention to the fact that (CD) 
fails to make evident the logical nature of cardinal numbers.44 Similarly, 
in G nmdlagen we do not fmd direct textual evidence that Frege 
identified cardinal numbers with equivalence classes of concepts under 
one-one correspondence, because he was convinced from the ou tset 
that only in this way could he secure their logical natuie. O n the contrary: 
if we adhere strictly to the lioe of argument in §§66-69, 107 of 
Grundlagen, there is every indication that Frege would have pre ferred 

44 This problcm simply docs not play a primary and a sccondary role. lt consis ts 
in thc fact that (CD) docs not uniqucly fix the referencc of numcrical tcrms o f thc 
form " Nx F(x)". 
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not to invoke extensions of concepts, had he been able to contrive a 

sound solution of the Caesar problem in connection with (CD), say, by 

devising an appropriate addirional sripularion which was consistcnt with 
(CD). lt is tberefore by no means the problem that in the light of (CD) 
the logical oature of cardinal numbers appears to be unfounded o r 

doubtful, but it is exclusively the referencial indeterminacy of ''Nx<p(x), 

and, coosequently, the threat tbat such indeterminacy is transferred t o 

every expression later to be defined in terms of "Nx<p(x),, whicb 

motivate Frege to abandon (CD) and to pursue a new course by putting 
forward the explicit definition in §68 of Grundlagen. 

(ü) Itis atleast misleading to claim that in Grundlagen cxtensions of 
concepts have a privileged status as logical objccts. Frege introduces 

them rather abruptly and ad hoc, sparing himself the trouble o f 
jusrifying their presumed logical character; he do es oot e ven touch u pon 
this crucial issue. If he was determioed to define cardinal numbers as 
special extensions of concepts in any event, quite independently of the 
impact of the Caesar problem, as is claimed by Ruffino, then the read e r 
of Grundlagen should feel he has beeo led up the garden path. Frege 
mentions tbe motive for introducing extensions of concepts in §68 
unequivocally: (CD) does not enable us to gain a sharply delimited 
concept of cardinal number. Yet such a concept is needed for laying th e 
logical foundations of arithmetic, and Frege gains it only if he succeeds in 
removing the Caesar objection, either by making a plausible additional 
sripularion consistent with HP or by changing the definitional strategy. 
His summary in §107 of the main results of his enquiry into the concept 
of number buttresses my interpretation and suggests that the one 

proposed by Ruffino defies credibility. 

We would not be able to judge on the basis of such a definition whether an 
equation is true or false if only one side of it is of this form [i.e of the form 
"The number of Fs = the number of Gs•l This caused us to give the 
definition: The number which beloogs to the concept F is the extension o f 
the concept "concept equinumerous with the concept F, [ . . . ] In doing this, 
we presupposed that the sense of tbe expression "extension of the concept, 
is known. This way of overcoming tbe difficulty will probably not meet 
with universal approval, and sorne will prefer to remove that doubt in 
another way. I do not place decisive weight on the introduction of the 

exteosion of a concept anyway. 
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The difficulty to which Frege alludes is, to all appearaoces, that b y 
meaos of (CD) we do not attain a sharply defioed concept of cardinal 

number. As to the phrase "this way of overcoming the difficulty", I 
suggest that he iotends to refer to (ED) logelher with his assumption that 
it is known what the extensioo of a concept is. How the difficulty could 

be resolved, apart from pursuing the method which Frege actually 

applies, remains in the dark, though. The only thing we seem ro know is 
that it would have to be a solution without the use of extensions of 
concepts. This at least is suggested by Frege's puzzling rcmark "Ido not 
place decisive weight oo the introduction of the extension of a coocept 

anyway". 

Several issues in conncction with Frege's transition from (CD) to (ED) 
require further comment. He re is one. When at thc begioning of §68 o f 

Gn111dlagen he says: "Since in this way we caonot attain a sha rply 
delimited coocept of cardinal number", it is oot entirely clear whe ther 

here he has in mind the cardinality fuoctioo Nx <p (x) o r the coocept 11 is a 

num ber or both .45 That depends mainly oo what he meaos by "in tbis 

way''. If he inteods to rcfer solely to (CD) aod the third logical doubt it 
raises, theo the first option suggests itself. But if be ioteods to appeal t o 
tbe two abortive attempts ro resol ve tbe Caesar problem just befo re he 
introduces extensions of concepts - first by considering the definitio o 

of the coocept of cardinal oumber in terms of Nx<p(x) (at the end of §66), 

and second by stipulating that t iJ a cardinal number if it is introd uced 

by means of (CD) (at tbe begioniog of §67) - then the second option 

would be the right one. Finally, if Frege wishes to refer to his catire line 
of argumeot in §§66-67, then we should probably vote for the third 

• optwn. 

It seems that in Grundlagen Frege does not dis tinguish 
terminologically, at least not explicitly, betweeo a concept and a m e re 
function, which is not a concept.46 When we transform a statement of 

45 When in §63 o f Gnmdlogtn Frege writes: "As against this, it must be noted that 
for us the concept of cardinal number has not yet been fixed, but rather is to be 
determined by means of our definirion", he clcarly refers to (CD). I lowever, (CD) is 
to define the cardinality funcrion, not the concept of cardinal number. ·n ,e rema rk 
thus seems to show that Frege calls oot only N(n), but also Nxq>(x) the concept o f 
cardinal number. 

'16 In Gr11ndlogen, Frege uses the word "coocept" perhaps not always in a clear
cut or uniform way. \Vhen he explains: "A concept is for me that which can be 
predicare of a singular judgeablc contcnt" (GLA, §66, fn . 2), it is not quite clcar 
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equinumerosity into a numerical equation, what we attain is not, in a strict 
sen se, a oew coocept (x is a number), but rather a new fuoccion, namel y 

the cardinality function .47 If at the outset of §68 Frege referred to the 
cardinality funccion, he would be saying, in the light of his theory o f 
fuoctions after 1891, that (CD) does not supply us with a fuoction whose 
value for every first-level concept as argument would be determined. To 

be sure, the iodeterminacy of the refereoce of "N(n)" is only a 

consequence of the indeterminacy of the reference of "Nx<p(x)", si nce 

the first expressioo has to be defined with the help of the latter and no t 

the other way arouod. It might well be that at the beginning of §68 Frege 
wants to give us to uoderstand that the Caesa.r objection raised to (CD) 
thwarts his plan of statiog an uoobjectionable definition of "N (n)" by 

means of "Nx<p(xY' and has therefore to be resolved. The heading of §66 

"In order to obtaio the concept of cardinal number, one must fix the 
sense of a numerical equatioo" could be intcrpreted along these lines. 
However this may be, it is first and foremost the cardinality function o r 
the cardinality operator that has to be obtained by fixing the sense of a 

numerical equation. 

To summarize: It is of immense importance for the viability o f 

Frege's foundatiooal programme . to re m ove the referen ti al 

iodeterminacy of "Nx<p(x)" resulting from his third objection to (CD). 

The iodeterminacy would infect the expressions "N(n)", "0", "1", if these 

are defined in terms of "Nx<p(x)", as is Frege's intencion. If he were 

primarily coocerned with the sharp delimitation of N(n), as bis remark 

at the beginning of §68 might suggest, then we should expect him to 
formulate in the same paragraph a definition of "N(n)" sacisfying the 
condition of sharp delimitation. But Frege does not and, o f course, 
cannot take this route. Rather, in a final attempt, he defines the 

whcthcr a concept is here conceived of as a part of a judgcable contcnt or rather as 
thc rcfcrence (Bedeutung) of a predicare as is thc case in his later scmantic theory 
(cf., c.g., KS, p. 172). Whcn he says, howevcr, that a general conccpt-word dtnoles a 
conccpt, he sccms to be rcgarding a conccpt as thc rcfcrcnce of a conccpt-word. I o 
Begriffsuhnjl as wcll as in 'Booles rcchncndc Logik uncl die Bcgriffsschrift', rrcgc 
seems to have unders tood by a concept primarily a simply unsaturatcd part of a 
thought, that is what after 1891 oc calls the sense of a concept-expression. llowcver 
this may be, by far most of thc uses of "concept" in C rundlagtn agree with Frege's 
latcr vicw that a concept is thc refereoce of a predicare. This applies espccially t o 
§§46-54 and chapters IV and V. In what follows, 1 shall undcrstand "conccpt" in thc 
con tcxt of C rundlagen always in this scnsc. 

47 Cf. Frege's claim in §64 of Grundlagtn that by transforming parallclism 
bctwccn lines into an iclentity of dircctions wc obrain a ncw conccpt. 
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cardinality operator explicitly and seems to believe that this already 

sol ves the Caesar problem without having to invoke the definition o f 

"N(n)" by means of "Nx<p(x)" set up later in §72. T o be sure, the Caesa r 

pro blem as described by Frege in §66 emerges o nly in co nnectio n with 

an abstractio n principie of the form Q(a) = Q(~) H Rcq(<X, ~). Such a 

principie serves to introduce a new functiooal expressio n or singular

term-fo rnúng operato r, but not a oew predicare. Moreover, it is 

undeniably the explicit de finition of "Nx<p(x)" and not the one of "N(n)" 

which plays the definitional key role in the logicist programme set o ut in 

Gr11ndlagen . It is the first definition and not the second which implies 

HP, and HP itself is the pivot of the formal derivations o f basic theorems 

of cardinal arithmetic. The explicit definition of "Nx<p(x)" (ED) does not 

play any formal role in the proofs of those theorems o nce HP has be e o 

deduced fro m it. 

I have just defended the claim that in Gr11ndlagen Frege introduces 

extensio ns o f concepts, because he intends to solve the Caesar 
problem, mooted but left unsolved in §66, by defioing cardinal oumbe rs 

explicitly as equivalence classes of equinumerosity. It is time to add o ne 

mo re brushstro ke to the picture. When Frege rejected (CD) in the light 

of the Caesar problem, he must have realized the need to guarantee the 

analytic status of HP in order to keep logicism intact. Once HP was 

divested of its role as a (ten tative) definition, its analytic status was no 

lo nger safe. In particular, the appeal to the fact that its right-hand side is 

couched in purely logical terms (i.e. that one-one correspo ndence " is 

reducible to purely logical relationships") could no lo nger secure the 

assumed logical nature of cardinal numbers. Given that Frege cons trued 

HP as an indispensable basis for the deductio n of the fundamental laws 

of oumber theory, he had in principie just two o ptio ns to reestablish it 
as ao aoalytic or a logical truth: to argue that it is a primitive law of logic, 

aod thus a proper candidate for being singled out as a logical axiom, o r 

to put forward an explicit definition of the cardinality operator which 

implies HP. Clearly, only on condition that the difiniens is framed in 
purely logical terms can he recognize HP as an aoalytic truth by deriving 

it from the defmition according to purely logical rules of inference. Seen 

from his angle, Frege has good reasons to choose the seco nd option in 
Gr11ndlagen. First, even if he considered the first optio n to be viable, the 

obstínate Caesar pro blem would not loosen its grip. Rather, it would 
bo ther him in the same way as before. Secood, I have already voiced 

• 
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doubts that Frege would have been prepared to accept HP as a primitive 
law of logic. In sum, (ED) is intended not only as a means of overcoming 

the Caesar problem, but also of rendering possible that HP be salvaged 
as an analytic truth. 

3.5 A puzzle about extensions 

What are we to make of Frege's puzzling remark "I do not place 
decisive weight on the introduction of the extension of a concept 
anyway''? In my view, it mirrors only his discordant attitude towards th e 
role of extensions in Gru11dlagen, and is at odds with what he actually 
does and says elsewhere in the book. Thus, it strikes me as curious that, 
on the one hand, he stresses the key role of extensions of concepts for 
the envisaged definitions of fractions, irracional and complex number s 
and, on the other, contends that they can eventually be dispensed with.48 

In §104 of Grundlagen, Frege deals briefly with fractions, irrational 
numbers and complex numbers. Just as in the case of cardinal numbers, 
here, too, "everything will in the end come clown to the search for a 
judgeable content which can be transformed into an equation, whose 
sides precisely are the new numbers. In other words, we must fe< the 
sense of a recognition-judgment for such numbers. In doing so, we must 
not forget the doubts raised by such transformations, which we 
discussed in §§63-68. If we follow the same procedure as we did there, 
then the new numbers are given to us as extensions of concepts.'' 

Frege's preferred strategy for the introduction of the new numbers 
as logical objects appears to be this. In a ftrst step, he has to contrive a 
suitable equivalence relation R for, e.g., the case of the real number s, 
which can be defined in purely logical vocabulary. In a second step, the 
real numbers are tentatively introduced via a logical abstraction principie 

in a wider sense, namely by transforming Rcq(a,~) into an identity o f 

real numbers L (a ) = L(~) and by presenting this transformation as a 

contextua} definition of the L-operator. (For convenience, I refer to the 

hypothetical abstraction principie for the reals "L(a) = L (~) H Rcq(a,~)" 

48 1 suppose that Frege docs not mean to givc to understand that he docs not 
attach importance to a logical foundarion of arithmctic whcn he says that he placcs 
no decisive wcight on bringing in extensions o f conccpts at anyway. The goal o f 
logicism sccms to be out of the question for Frege both in Grundlagen and in 

Grundgeutze. 
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as "AR".) In doiog this, one has to be aware of the logical doubts to 
which such traosformatioos give rise. lo particular, from the aoalogous 
case of cardinal oumbers and equioumerosity it is to be expected that 
the criterioo of ideotity for real numbers encapsulated in AR proves to 
be too narrow, does oot determine the truth-value o f ao equation, say, 

" l:(c:x) = J ulius Caesar" and, hence, do es not fix uniquely the reference o f 

"'L". To avoid that the Jr.gicist programme is put in jeopardy, the 
difficulty has to be removed. The supposed solution is that in a third and 
final step the real oumbers are explicitly defined as exteosions o f 
coocepts, or more specifically, as equivalence classes of R. 

So, if we rely on Frege's sparse remarks in §104 of Grundlagen, then 
bis attempt to define fractions, irracional numbers and complex 
numbers contextually using second- or higher-order abstraction would 
lead to a whole family of Caesar problems all of which are supposed to 
be resolved by framing appropriate explicit definitions for these 
numbers. However, we have no clue as to how far the aoalogy betwee o 
the explicit def1nitioo of the cardinality operator (ED) aod the eovisaged 
explicit def1nitioos of the new oumbers was supposed to go. Did F rege 

think he had to coostraio the explicit definitioo of, say, the operator "L" 
in such a way that it implied the equivalence AR, whatever it rnight have 
been in the end? Did he believe that AR could play a key role in the 
formal derivatioos of fundamental theorems of analysis similar to the 
ooe HP was designed to play in the formal proofs of the basic laws o f 
oumber theory? Suppose !le believed in such a key role of AR. lo this 
case, he would have had to impose exactly that constraint on the explicit 

definition of " l:" 1 just meotioned. For uoless he coosidered AR, perhap s 
cootrary to expectation and in contrast to HP, to be a primitive law of 
logic, how else could he have secured the requisite analytic o r logical 
oature of AR, once its definitional status was abandoned in the light o f 
the Caesar problem for real oumbers? Of course, we must also as k w h y 
Frege suggested that the oew numbers should be introduced at all along 
the lines of his iotroductioo of cardinal oumbers. Thus, what made him 
believe that in these cases, too, he should start with a tentative contextua! 
definitioo? One possible answer is, I think, that he attached crucial 
impo rtance to first layiog clown a general criterion of ideotity for n ew 

logical objects whenever they were goiog to be introduced. The fact that 
in §104 Frege sets up the requirement of first flXÍng the sense of a 
recognition-judgmeot for the new numbers supports this view. 
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The foregoing considerations reinforce my conjecture that Frege 
could defend bis disclaimer concerning extensions only if he offered a 
solution of the Caesar problem wbich does not rest on the introduction 
of extensions. Of course, such a solution would have to ensure that the 
assumed logica1 nature of cardinal numbers (and of fractions, complex 
and irracional numbers) remains unscathed, that is, Frege would have to 
advocate logicism without classes. It is, however, far from clear how he 
could accomplish this within the setting of G rundlagen. So let us 
examine more closely which options to remedy the Caesar pro blem 
without invoking classes there are and whether any of them proves to 
be viable. If I am right, there are at least three options. 

(1) The first option is to formulare an explicit definition of the 
cardinality operator without recourse to extensions of concepts. In a 
famous footnote to §68 o f Gnmdlagen, Frege expresses the belief that in 
(ED) the words "extension of the concept" could be replaced with the 
word "concept''. For brevity, I refer to this substitution by means of 
"SUB". SUB yields an alternative explicit definition of the cardinality 
operator. Sorne scholars have proposed that there seems to be an 
immediate connection between Frege's remark that he places no 
decisive weight on the introduction of extensions of concepts and SUB. 
Sluga (1980, p. 142), for example, conjectures that from Frege's remark s 
in the footnote it appears that the object denoted by an expression of 
the form "the concept F" would not be the extension of a concept, and 
that here Frege contemplated the possibility of identifying the numbers 
with such objects [with which objects?] rather than with extensions o f 
concepts. Benacerraf (1981, p.61f.) argues in a similar vein when he 
comes to interpret the footnote to §68 and Frege's attempt to play 
clown, by an incidental remark, the importance he attaches to the 
introduction of extensioos of concepts. He writes: "Thus in precisely 
this context - the one most critica! for determining whether he 
required definitions to preserve reference - Frege backs off and allows 
that different definitions, providing different referents (not 'bringing in 
the extensions of concepts at all') might have done as well. [ ... ] The 
moral is inescapable: Not even reference needs to be prese rved ." 
However, I share bis opinion just as little as I do Sluga's.49 First, it is 

49 According to Simons (1992, p. 755), Frege says in thc footootc to §68 that he 
tbinks it would be possiblc to do without extensions of concep ts. But this is s imply 
false; scc my points bclow. Conccrning Frcge's introduction of objects of a quite 
spccial kind in 'Über Bcgriff und Gcgcnstand' (1892) scc Schirn (1990) and (2000). 
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uncertain that Frege construed the definition resulting from SUB as one 
whose definitll! does not have the same reference as the definiens of 
(ED). Second, the incidental remark fails to furoish conclusive evidence 
that he toyed with the idea of explicitly defioing cardinal numbers as 
objects other than extensions of concepts. Third, there is likewise no 
evidence that Frege understood the remark as an allusion to the 

definability of ''Nx<p(x)" in terms of "the concept equinumerous with t he 

conctpt P'. Although it seems that he felt uncomfortable about his 
introduction of extensions of concepts in Grundlagen, this does not 
mean that he believed he could identify cardinal numbers with o b jec ts 
other than extensions of concepts. Of course, in principie Frege could 
have defined the number of Fs as the extension of a concept which was 
not coextensive with the concept equinumerous with the com·ept F. 
Still, there is no reliable clue that he considered the possibility o f 
"multiple reductions" for the case of cardinal numbers or the other 
numbers. And, at any rate, the possible identification of the number o f 
Fs with an equivalence class distinct from the class of concepts 
eq11inumerous wilh the concept F is not at stake here. The truth is that in 
the footoote to §68 Frege neither claims nor gainsays that an expression 
of the form "the concept F" refers to the extension of a concept. 

Nevertheless, let me canvass the altemative defioition of ''Nx<p(x)", 

especially with an eye to option (1). By simple virtue of the occurrence 
of the definite article, its definiens is a singular term; it denotes an o b j ec t. 
I assume that this is Frege's opinion, though he does not say this 
expressly; for the requirement that the content (in his theory of 
defmition after 1891: the sense and reference) of the definiens be 
conferred on the definiendum can be met only if definiendum and 
definiens are expressions belooging to the same syntactic category o r 
logical type. On the face of it, Frege could at least claim that the definiens 

of the alternative definition of ''Nx<p(x)" would be formulated in purely 

logical terms. According to his view in Grundlagen (p. 83), the word 
"concept" belongs intrinsically to logic. Notice that nowhere in that 
book does Frege claim that this applies also to "extension of the 
concept". The problcm is, however, that the definiens must denote an 
object, not a concept, if it denotes anything at all. Supposing that the 
expression "the concept equinumerous with the concept F" refers at all 
to an object, its reference is either (a) the extension of the concept 
equinumerous with lhe concept F or (b) it is not an extension, but an 
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object of a different kind. If Frege were to choose the fust possibility 

and, hence, were to claim that the two expressions "the concept 
equinumerou.r with the co ncept F' and "the extension of the concept 
equinumerou.r with the concept .P' are coreferential, it would be hard to 

understand why he considers the alternative definition of ''Nx<p(xt at all. 

In that case, he would have brought in extensions of concepts anyhow 
without gaining any advantage from SUB. Firstly, the problem that he 
simply assumes acquaintance with extensions as logical objects instead o f 
introducing them in a methodologically satis factory manner would be 
about the same as the one he is facing in connection with (ED). 
Secondly, he would have great trouble justifying the claim that "the 
concept equinumerou.r with the concept P' and "the extension of th e 

concept equinumerou.r with tbe concept P' refer to the same object. For 
if the expression "the concept equinumerous witb the concept P' re fers 
in fact to the extension of the concept equinumerous with the concep t 
F, then "the extension of the concept equinumerous with the co11cept P' 

would denote the extension of an extension.so 

It is the second possibility (b) that seems to square with the idea 
Frege insinuares towards the end of Gru11dlagen, namely that extensions 
of concepts could be dispensed with in pursuit of the logicist 

programme. It takes little imagination, however, to see that (b) is no t 
only questionable in itself, but also fails to solve the Caesar problem in 
any plausible sense. Either Frege would have to assume that the objects 
of kind X, with which cardinal numbers are to be identified via the 

definition "The number of Fs is the concept equinumerous with t be 
concept P' or sorne other explicit definition of the cardinality opera tor, 
are known to us. Or he would have to introduce the Xs in a 
methodologically sound fashion, presumably by logical abstraction and, 

thus, by stating a general criterion of identity for them. The assumption 
that we are familiar with the objects of kind X would probably be eve n 
more doubtful as the one which accompanies Frege's formulation o f 
(ED); it would not contribute to solving the Julius Caesar problem. And 
if he were to introduce the target objects Xs of transsortal identification 

50 Rosado Haddock's objection to this argumcnt that it "is totally unwarranted 
since cxtcnsions do not have cxtcnsions" (1998, p. 258) is besides the point. Of 
course, Jlrege does not hold that extensions have extcnsions, but the point of m y 
argument is obviously that he would no!ens vo!ens be committed to concede that the 
term "the extension of the concept JI" refers to the cxtension of an extension, if he 
claimcd that "the coocept JI" refers in fact to the cxtension of the concept F. 
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by appeal to a logicai abstraction principie, he would have to face a 
version of the Caesar probiem, as is the case when he introduces 
courses-of-values by means of Axiom V. 1, for ooe, have not even an 
inkling as to what the objects of kind X might be. So, at the end of the 
day, the prospects for removing the Caesar problern by expiicitly 
defining cardinal nurnbers as objects which are not classes appear to b e 

poor in Grundlagen. I conclude, then, that option (1) is a rather re mote 
ooe for Frege, despite his remar k that he pi a ces no decisive weight o n 
the introduction of extensions of concepts. 

(2) In his book Frege 's Conception of Numbers as O bj ect s, Crispía 
Wright has suggested a solution of the Caesar probiern for the speciai 
case of number. According to Wright, the fact that Julius Caesar is 
distinct from the number of Fs, for any choice of F, follows from two 
principies. One is HP and the other is a general principie of sortal 
inclusion. The cornbination o f the two principies Ieads him to state 
principie N d: G (x) is a sortal concept under which nurnbers fall oniy if 
there are, or could be singular terms "a" and '1>" purporting to denote 

instances of G (x) such that the truth-conditions of "a = b" couid 
adequately be explained as those of sorne staternent to the effect that 
one-one correlation obtains between a pair of coocepts (cf. Wright 
(1983), pp. 116f.). Interesting as Wright's proposal is, it pre sumabiy 
never carne to Frege's mind.s1 

SI In m y view, 1 IP and Nd do not sufficc for fixing u níquel y the re fc rences o f 
numcrical singula r terms. Although the Zermelo numbcrs are rulcd out from thc 
range of possible candidates f , •. thc re fereoces o f numecical terms, certain scts o f 
Zermclo numbers are still candidates for thc objccrs which could be rc fcrrcd to by 

numcrical singular terms. As a matter of fact, HP and Nd allow an infLDitcly bro ad 
spectrum for the identification o f numbcrs with ccrtain sets or classes. Arguing in the 

wakc o f Wcight (1983), Hale (1987, p. 206) has suggcstcd s trengtbeoing Nd by lay ing 
down thc following principie S: Singular terms from a given range stand for ins tanccs 
o f a sortal coocept r if and only if tbere is sorne sortal G , wbose cxtcnsion is 
included in that of F, such that, where "a" and " b" are tcrms from that ran gc, 
undcrs tanding "a = b" involvcs exercising a grasp of the crite rion of idenrity fo r Gs. 
1 Ialc's answcr to thc qucstion to which objects the numerical tcrms in fact rcfer to 
(sec p. 213) can claim plausibility only if wc grant him two assumptions he makcs, 
namcly that numbe rs are classes and that classcs are objccts. lf wc drop thesc 
assumptio ns, it could wcll be that no object falls undcr thc coocept of natura l 

oumbcr. The principies I IP, Nd and S, which are cntircly restricted to ca rdina l 
aspccts aod, thus, ignore o rdina l aspects, show at bcst that the concept of na tura l 
number is a sortal conccpt and that thcre fore all instantiations of this conccpt a r e 
objccts. 1 am iodcbtcd hcrc to Robcrt Bublak. 
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(3) In my eyes, there is probably only one option to solve the Caesar 
problem without relying on extensions of concepts, which Frege might 
have contemplated seriously from the point of view of his overall 
approach in G rundlage n. It is this: to resume (CD) and make a so und 
additional stipulation. For if (CD) has to go overboard only because it 
causes the Caesar problem, then, from Frege's viewpoint, it should be 
possible to reestablish (CD) if this problem can be overcome witho ut 
(ED) and, hence, without recourse to extensions. As was rem arked 
earlier, the additional stipulation must satisfy a fund amental condition: it 
must be consistent with HP. Furthermore, it is not allowed to be based 
on intuition or experience; otherwise it would jeopardize, if not 
undermine, the assumed logical nature of cardinal num bers. If we k e e p 
in miad that Frege regards the identification of the two truth-values with 
their own unit classes in §1 O of Grundgesetze as the key for overcoming 
the referential indeterminacy of course-of-values terms, we could 
tentatively propose the following "solution" for cardinal numbers o r 
numerical terms: Suppose that the domain of the first-order variables o f 
the formal theory, within which the logicist programme as outlined in 
Grundlagen is to be carried out, contains only cardinal numbers and the 
two truth-values conceived of as objects. In that case, Frege would be 
free to stipulate, by invoking a special "permutation argument" and 
without cootradicting (CD), that the True shall be identical with a 
oumber belonging to a first-level concept F, aod the False with a oumber 
belonging to any other fust-level concept G which is not equinumerous 
with F. I do not claim that in writing Grundlagen Frege ever considered 
such a stipulation and I am, of course, aware that at this stage of bis 
workiog life he had not yet introduced the truth-values as o bjects. 
Moreover, I do not wish to pretend that by pursuing this strategy he 
would have succeeded in removing the problem of the referential 
indeterminacy of the cardinality operator. On the one hand, the 
hypothetical identification o f the True and the False with certain cardinal 
numbers does not alter the fact that (CD) fails to fi.x the truth-value o f a n 
equation like "The number belonging to the concept identical with i tse lf 
= the number belonging to the concept finite cardinal number". On the 
other hand, Frege's permutation argumeot in §10 of G ru n dge se t ze 
seems to show that the referencial indeterminacy of course-of-values 
terms (and this would equally apply to the case of numerical te rm s) 
cannot be remedied by means of an additional stipulation (see Dummett 
(1981), pp. 421 ff.). Nonetheless, I do think that my idea is worth 
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considering in the present context. My aim was only to point out which 
oprion for resolving the Caesar problem Frege might have chosen from 
his point of view, had he dispensed with extensions of concepts, while 
at the same rime adhering to (CD). In saying this, 1 assume, for the sake 
of argument, that around 1884 he had already introduced the truth-values 
into his logical theory and had sripulated that its first-order domain is to 
comprise only cardinal numbers and the True and the False. We mu st 
not lose sight of another important point in this context, though. If 
Frege had indeed thought he had contrived an additional stipulation 
which was unassailable and effectively removed the referential 
indeterrnioacy of numerical terms of the form "NxF(x)", it would be hard 

to fathom why he did not present such a solurioo in §66 or §67 of 
Gr11ndlagen. 

University of M11nich 
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